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We determine the consistency strength of the negation of the transversal hypothesis. We also 
study other variants of Chang’s conjecture. 
The transversal hypothesis TH is the statement that there exist o2 many almost 
disjoint functions from o1 to o. This seems tc be a basic principle because it 
impiies the negation of Chang’s conjecture, that no wl-complete uniform filter on 
o1 is wrsaturated and that every uniform ultrafilter on o1 is regular. The main 
aim of this paper is to determine the consistency strength of the negation of ‘PH. 
This will be done in Section 7 where we shcw that ZFC + 1 is equiconsistent 
to ZFC + “there exists a (<c;ol, <WI)-Erd6s cardinal”. Since the detition of this 
type of partition cardinal is quite complicated we do not give it here. 
Good lower and upper bounds for the strength of -‘PH have been known for 
some time because of the implication 
re CC denotes the well-known Chang conjecture and WCC is the weak Chang 
conjecture which says that there is no family (fV 1 Y < o2 + 1) of functions from 
o1 to o1 which is strictly increasing with respect o the club filter on till. 
strength of the principles above was determined in [7] and [8]. Our resul 
Section 7 especially show thz! the two implications above are strict in the sense of 
consistency strength. 
key to our main result is a model-theoretic equivalent of 7 
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in Sections and 6. e proofs in these 
introduction to section 7. 
les can be, formulated for arbitrary successor 
that already the weak Chang conjecture for K+ 
is very strong for aM 
fact, there are also versions of these principles for inaccessible cardinals. 
investigate some of these in Sections 1 and 2. 
Finally, in Section 8 we study some properties which are very close to WCC. 
= On, at(X) denotes order type of X If A, = On, we say that 
48 iff A is an initial ent of B, i.e. AsB and tla!~AV/ikB 
(3 < Q!- /? E A). X < !!l means that X is an elementary substructure of ‘LII. 
A cardinal K is 6-Erdiis i&for every regressive f : [Cltru+ K, c club in K, there 
exists an X c C, at(X) = 6, which is homogeneous for fi i.e. f 1 [X]” is constant 
for all n E o. The basic properties of these cardinals are contained in [2]. 
deal with filters and generic ultrapowers. Let X be a set, and F a filter 
setI(Fj={S~XlX-SEF}, F’={S.sXIS$I(F)} anddenote, 
for S c X, by F[S] the smallest Alter F’ over X. s.t. F U {S} 5 F’. An 
set over V will just be called an F-generic over V. Let U be such 
V[U], we form IV,,= (V” n V)/U and the canonical embedding 
de;aotes its class in NW 
#I > J/J denotes that consistencywise ZFC + @ is 
n the other hand, # = pv denotes that ZFC + 9 
ally, dealing with games we often abbreviate ‘winning strategy’ by ‘w.s.‘. 
ng 3 conjecture 
If K = oI, Chang’s conjecture is just 
K3m2, we can ac tually consider various versions. 
very structure % = (K+, (&o) of countable type, there 
easily seen to be equivalent. Concerning the third, 
shall 
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Assume K regular and K a ol. en CC(K) iff for every structure 
2l= (K+, E, i) there exists X < ‘?l s.t. X n K E K and 1x1 > IX n ~1. 
. (1) Coding that “‘the universe is the successor of K”, we can obviously 
demand that at(X) = IX n KIT 
(2) Introducing E, we can do with one additional predicate, instead of o many. 
1.3. The transversai k ypothesis 
Let K 3 o1 be a regular cardinal and F be a filter over K. Set 
exists a family Gfy)&+ s.t. 
(1) for v C K+, fy : K- K is regressive; 
#Cr-,{cu<KIf,(LY)~f~(Ly)}EF. 
(%‘), where %” is the club filter over K. In the same way let 
‘II& denote TI-I(l?rtchet,). Finally, for A stationary in K we let Twg(A) denote 
TH(c&,[A]). Clearly, F c G and TH(F) imply ‘III(G). Jensen has shown that 
-r* l P&Y& riiiiplies ‘I& (see [6, Lemma 11). 
The interest in TI&, better said of +I&, comes from the fact that -TH, 
follows from any of the three following hypotheses: 
(1) CC(K), 
(2) there exists over K a normal, K%aturated filter, 
(3) (if K = p’) there exists over K a non-@, K)-regular ultrafilter. 
Of course, (3) can be stated also for inaccessible K, by diagonalizing the 
definition of non-regularity. 
In particular, it follows from or (3) that K is measurable implies iTI-&. 
Indeed, it is easy to show that 3 can hold in K, and is strictly weaker than 
3~ (K is measurable). 1 ngest property known implied by any of 
(l)-(3), and it would be desirable to know the exact consistency strength of 
iw,, for example. 
1.4. The canonical functions 
Answering a question of [9], Shelah introduced in [ 131, for successor cardinals 
K a weak form of Chang’s conjecture. Galvin noted this statement o be 
ivalent to one talking about ranks of functions. e shall recall this in 91.6. 
f X is a set and F an wl-complete filter over X we define, for f, g E Or?, f +g 
{x E X 1 f(x) <g(x)} E F and, inductively, II f %lp{llgllF + 11 g 
that f is of uniform norm over F iff for all S ‘9 Ilf IlF = lif llF[S] 
the following lemma. 
ssume K regular, K 3 toI. There exists a fa ily (h,JVtr+ s.t. 
42 H.-D. Dondet, J.-P. Lminski 
V<K+ and let g,: + v be a surjection. 
= otQ$&!). If K S v e K+, we can eqtivalently take a well order 
V, and set J&&y) = ot(A, 1 a). Cl 
canonical functiorrs (over K). Note that they are 
, i.e. if ht is another one, then {cue K 1 h,(ar) = h:(a)} E SK. By 
always denote the canonical functions over K. 
nce of a non+, p+)-regular ultralilter over p+ 
1] introduced ‘a useful diagram. This 
shall make repeated use of it, so let us 
. Fix a family (g,,)xSy<T+ s.t. for k S Y C K+, 
g,,: K- v is a bijection. Set 6 = {(v, lu, ig) 1 g,,(cu) = p}. Let A, B be two 
predicates and consider the structure % = (LK+[A], E, A, B). (We could of 
course code every structure ordinals but we shall prefer more flexibility in the 
choice of the structures.) call 9l a Ketonen strucfure if G is among its 
predicates, and (if not) call %* = (%,.G) the Ketonen structure associated to ‘8. 
Assume now at % is a Ketonen structure. set E = EB[ = {Y E (K, K+) 1% Iv i 
ereweset8lv=81L,[A].Forv~EsetQ,,=(9llv,gV).Forv~Eand 
cu, Q,,), and C, = { cy < K I XL n K = a} (=Cf). Clearly E is 
(vEE) is club in K. For YEE and cu~C,,, let 
itive collapse of XL Clearly, cp(n@ = QI and z&x) = K 
‘critid point'). For v E E let us define fy.: C,,-, K by 
. Clearly, fY(a) C cy+* 
E E, fy ‘is’ the .vth canoniial function over K. 
SiIltX y b “On = g:K”, we have fy(cy) = ot(&!oc) = h&r). 0 
rs city of notation we shall usually set fi(cu) = V(U). 
ke v, tEEs.t. vctand crEC,s.t. VEX& Then 
ence OnnXz=gEcucXL 
itive in L,[A]. Cl 
1.6. The weak ang conjecture 
ere exists CI! C K sue 
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Obviously, CC(K) implies WCC(K). 
equivaleht definition by demanding t 
ote also that we woul 
at sup(ot(X) 1 X < %f and X n K = cu, 
1X1= 1 al} = d. Now the fact alluded to in (51.4. 
Let K be regular, K > ml. e following are equivalent. 
(2) &fine $:~--,~by (p(a)=& Then ll#l~WK=~+. 
(l)-,(2). Assume WCC(K) but ll$llqE>~‘. Let f E K+ be su 
(a) LY C K+ f (a) C a+, and 
(b) Ilf IIS-+* 
By (b) we can find, for each Y<K+, 
&ED,,. Let also for ~<y <K+, D,c 
Let A s K+ code the familiaz (D,),,,+ 
Take a! < K and (X&<(l+ s.t. 
(c) 5<cu’-*X,nK=LYandXg<~andot(XS)~~. 
Consider g c cy+ and Y E Xg. Clearly, Q! E D,,, hence h,,(a) <f(a). On the 
other hand, if v, p E Xs and Y < p, then (Y E D,+. SO h&v) < h&x) <f (cu). 
Hence, ot(f (a)) > g for 5 < (Y+, a contradiction. 
(2)- (1). Let 8 be a Ketonen structure, such that WCC(K) is false for %. For 
cy < K let f (tu) be the least 5: < cy+ such that X < %, X n K = QI implies at(X) C c. 
axe Ilf Il%K< ll4&?, = K+ by assumption. Hence we can Gnd V<K+ and a 
stationary set S s K such that f (cu) C h&z) for Q! E S. W.1.o.g. v E E = Es. But 
hence, for 1y E S n C,,, we have f (cu) < h,,(a) = ot(Xi) <f ((u), a contradiction. 
0 
. Let us also recall the known fact that 1 * implies WCC(K). Indeed, if 
F is any normal filter over K and #(a) = cy+ ((Y<~K), we get that ]]#]]F > K+ 
implies W(F). 
1.7. Flat filters 
t is obvious that CC(K) implies WCC(K). me, by Theorem 1.7, CC(K) 
implies ]]+]lwK = PC+. 
Until the end of Section 1, Q will always denote the function +(a) = cu+.) 
agidor noticed in [ 123 another fact. 
. Assume that K is regular, K 2 co1 and F is a normal filter over K. F 
is of uniform norm K+ over F. 
iff there exists a (normal) flat filter over K. 
agidor). Assume K is 
exid.9 a normal, flat filter over K. 
en there 
H.-D. Don&v, J.-P. Laevinrki 
r each structure $I = (I?, E, A) let r(8) 
cy< K such that there exists 
filter over K generated by 
t consider the structure 24 = (K+, E, {cu}). 
r Q! < K%& = (K+, E, A,). Set A = Ucrer {ar} X A,. and % = 
bviously r(%) s A,<K r(&). 
. Take s E F+ s-t. ]]$]]l?Sl > K+ and take f E K~ s.t. 
for v<K+astructure%,,=(K+, E,A,,) s.t. 
get A = U,,<l+ {v} x A, and %=(K+, E,A). Take cwdnr(%) and X;:% 
with XnK=Q! and Ixl=cu+. For v, 1 EX s.t. Y <p, we have h&x) <h,(cu) 
(putting as usual the club sets D, into the structure %). On the other hand, 
~EX--*X<~--*LY~~(~)--*~(~Y)<~(~). Hence,f(a)acw+, a contradiction. 
0 
. (I) The filter F will be called the Chang filter over K, and denoted by 
J'&(K). Obviously we can always define it, and it is nontrivial (i.e. 8$ P) iff 
e@(K)- 
F is normal and K+-saturated over K, then F is flat (indeed it is enough to 
to define the weak Chang 
set of all cy< K such that 
the set {s(a) 1% = (K+, E, 
ave F press ted, in the sense of [4]). 
filter. 
g filter, we are tempted 
%=(K+, ’ E, A), let s(%) denote the 
<‘?.bmdXflK=(Y}5&+. 
y F%&K) the filter generated over K by 
diate that F~(K) is normal (proof like in Theorem 1.9) and that 
(K) is nontrivial. 
use the following lemma later on. 
. Let K regular, K 2 ml. The following are equivalent. 
(a; ?&&K)= SK (hence WCC(K)). 
q&Tat. 
1.7 and is hence left to the 
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ssume K regular, KB o1 and F is a fiat filter over K. Then 
Later we will show that “wCC(coI)” is equiconsistent with “%& is flat”. 
The coiesponding result for K inaccessible is false [see next paragraph]. The 
present methods do not extend to handle the case of K successor, K a 02. 
1.9. Ineffability 
Ineffable cardinals were introduced in [lo] in order to characterize the Kurepa 
for K (regular, 30~) in terms of large cardinal properties. [lo] 
= L I- “K is ineffable ~1 c) lo=“, that K is ineffable 
and K is ineffable implies 1 are true i alone. 
Baumgartner showed in [2]. 
edMe . (1) Wcc(K)+lo:. 
(2) K ineffable + WCC(K). 
Hence we have: 
. V = L 1 WCC(K) o-) K ineffable. 
We need a slight generalization of these results in order to characterize FF, 
(and other hypotheses for K inaccessible). 
Let us say that until the end of the paper K will denote a regular cardinal, s.t. 
K3Ol. 
. (1) A K-family is a family (S,),,, s.t. S, c QI for cy < K. 
(2) LA9 (su)a<z be a K-family. X c K is homogeneous for (S,),,, iff (Va: p E 
X)(cuq3+&=SgnCU) 
(3) Let F be a normal filter over K. F 1, ‘c inej’fable iff for every K-family 
9 = (SlrL there exists X E F+ homogeneous 
(4) F is ineffabley closed iff F is normal and E F+ F[A] is ineffable. 
(5) K is ineffable c) Fe, is ineffable. 
(6) K is completely ineffeab 21) iff there exist F over K, ineffably closed. 
(7) O*(F) iff there exists ( 
(a) cue K+'W,d&Y) 
(b) for all XEK, {(UC 
(I) K is ineffable + K is strongly inaccessible. 
(2) F ; C and G is ineffably closed+ F is ineffable. 
f K is completely ineffable, then there exists a least ine bly closed filter 
over K. 
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see (3) let us recall a constnu . % 
E F+ 1 F[A] is ineffable} ana 
, Fc,F* and F’ is nontrivial 
Setting: Fo* = F, F:+l= (F:)*, 
over K s.t. &,,Fg sG. 
L 
VO there exists G ineffably closed, with 
(1) F is ineffably closed i@ kF+ v(~>“u = !@(K)~. 
md measue is ineffably closed. 
is never ine&bly closed. 
over K. Then 
IMII F = K+--*-()*@). 
Assume O*(F) is given by )QC1c) W, s !$(a x a), lWmi s a. Define 
sup(ot(X) 1 x E X is a well-order of cu}. Clearly f(ar) < 
that llfllF 3 K+. Take v < K+, and let x s K X K be a 
&orderingofxoftypev.TakeREFwithXn(LuxLu)EW,for~~R.Th~n 
m) <f(a) for ar E R. Cl 
. F is ineffizbk over K--, ll#llF = K+. 
f :K-K With llf/+=K a+ for cU<K. For a!<K let 
a well-ordering of a of e to the ineffability of F find 
&=s,n(aXa) for aJkX, &3. Set S=U,,& and V= 
o@) C K+. Since a E X impties s n (a X a) = &, we get K’ S 11 f IIF S 11 f llFIsl = 
Il~lll;rsl =V<K+, a contradiction. Cl 
mma 1.16 to each F[A], A E F+. Cl 
get: 
1 over K. Then 
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Consider 9l= (L,+, E) (which is a tonen structure). Take X c K and v E E = 
EpI s.t. X E L,. Take cu& C, with X E ence for ay E C, fl (Q, K) we get 
thatxnmEQ;=L&(@p But {a K K i h,,(a) Cf(a)‘j E F, hence we are done. 
(1) Assume F is not ineffable and let us produce a function f<,& with 
Let 9 = (soI)&Y<c beax-familys.t.forallXcK, {cY~KIX~~#S,)EF. For 
Q!< K let f(a) be the least g C (Y+ s-t. Sa E Lg. Assume now that llfllF < K+. 
Then we can find Y < K+ and A E F+ s.t. j-(cu) s h,(a) for Q! EA. Let U be 
F-generic over V, s.t. A E U. In N,, we get that IflU s v < K+. Setting 
X = [(so I a< K)lu9 we have t’hat &, l= ‘X E L,“. But Ly = L,, by absoluteness, 
henceXEV. SO{~<KIX~~~=S,}EU, acontradiction. Cl 
(V = L). Assume F normal over K. Then 
II441 F = K+ - F is ineffable Woo*. 
Theorem 1.18 can be proved under the weaker assumption that V = K. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Now, in order to characterize FF,‘for K inaccessible, let us analyze completel-; 
ineffable cardinals. So let F be a normal filter over K. Set 
Qk- {A EF+ 1 b#h[Al= b#dd 
(where #(cu) = cy+ for Q! C K) and 
F’={A~KIK-A$Qk}. 
It is easy to see that F’ is a normal filter over K, F c F’, and that F’ is nontrival 
iff 114413: = K+* Now define a sequence (FL 1 v E On) setting F& = F, F:,, = (FL)’ 
and for lim(v) FL is the least normal filter G over K s.t. uBcv Fi c G. Taking v. 
s.t. F:, = F:,,,, we see tEaat FL,_, # B ZIG 2 F G is flat. reover, F& is then the 
least such G. 
Let us now compare the filters Ft and FL. 
Assume F is normal over K. 
vEOn, FLsFt. 
(2) If V = L, then vEOnF:=Fz. 
(1) It is enough to see that F normal implies F’ c F*, i.e. 
g. F[A] is ineffable, hence, by Lemma 1.16, Ilf llF[,,p K+, 
eorem 1.18(l). 0 
be normal over K. The 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. k&ski 
course, K is completely is a theorem of 
already Corollary 1.17. 
a 1.210(2) is still true if we assume only that V = K. 
te in a later paragraph that ZFC + “3~ k: is ineffable” 
+ “3K tic(K)” that ZFC + “31~ K is completely 
le” is equiconsistent to ZFG + “3~ 
+ “3K ‘) > + “SK tic(K)". 
(2) Let us retie this argument. set F = %,. For g E On say that K is &ineffable 
eq = P;(K). One can then prove theorems like the following. 
Ipllsis ,goesjimher. For mmaple 
(3) Let us note also that this notion of n-ineffability is not ecluivalent to that 
t us for a short moment denote by Gneffability the notion of 
n, every n-ineffable cardinal is fi-ineffable, but the converse is false (as 
eady for n = 2. 
WCC(K) is studied in [8], where the following results are proved. 
. Assume K is reguhr, K a ml and WCC(K). Let a be a bounded 
K+, then a* e&5. 
is a successor cardinal, then (K’)~[~] <EC+. 
Amme K is regular, WCC(K) and K 2 m2. Then 
+)” < K* , &hen Ot exi&. 
(2) If K is a successor cardinal, then I@‘)~ < K+. 
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. As shown by Corollary 1.13, wCC( ) does not even imply that 0’ 
exists, if K is inaccessible. 
(B) For K inaccessible, we have: 
The following are equiconsistent: 
“3 K j’Ucc( K)“. 
(2) ZFC -I- “3~ K is ineffable”. 
(2) + (1). This follows from Theorem 1.12. . 
(l)-+(2). Assume that WCC(K) holds. Set @ = #‘, &,= +=, F = (%$Jv, 
‘FO = (SK)“. Let us show that L k “K is ineffable”. 
CaSe 1: (K+)=== K+. By Theorem 1.23, O* exists. But each indiscernible is 
ineffable in L. 
Case 2: (K+)= = K+. Then 
k#bll~= s [b#‘Il~]~ s K+= (K+)=. 
By Corollary 1.13, K is ineffable in L. El 
Let us quote for further use the following fact, implicitly proved above. 
then 
. Assume K regular, K 3 ml and w is an inner model. If (K+)~ = K+, 
v k WCC(K)--* w k WCC(K). 
We also have: 
The following are equiconsistent : 
(2) ZFC + “3~ K ib completely ineffable”. 
mma 1.25 we can, wanting to show that L t= “K 
(K+)L = K+. Setting 
rice, by Lemma 1.20, 
us now look at the case K = ol. 
artition cardinals. A 
aracterized in [S 
for every bounded subset c1 csf K, V = L[u] t 
the existence of o# for every bounded 
f now, since we shall divide it by another 
1.12 
at CC(K)+XI~, we get the following diagram. 
CC(K) 4 ‘0, 
Non.Reg., . 
\ 1. 
- 30* 
Sat.Filt., FF, 1 
1. 
WCC(K) -+10: 
ement “there exists an u&filter U over K such 
(u, 1 v < i>; , {v 1 l&J 3 Ivl} E .,,.I 
ns we will show: 
iniroduce some games and, hence, study some 
ly arguments like those of 
t. (Indeed, it is probable 
t either, although we have no proof of this 
o find what is lacking in 
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of the game, o should be enou since l+o=o. shall 
es of length f for any 5 <K, plus a special ‘diagonal 
game’. These games will give us a scale of essentially increasing hypotheses which 
will help our classification. 
Let us first prove a simple, but useful, technical lemma. .. 
Let 9X= (L,+[A], E, A, 
9n<R<%;.t. ~X~K=%!~K=CY. Then 
(1) !Dz a %. 
tonen structure. Take cy < K and 
(2) Set Y = inf(% - XX). Then 
(a) wE=Es, (b) &EC,,, (c) %2=X& 
Due to the definable bijection K++ L,+[A], we shall freely mnsider 
elements of 9l as ordinals if necessary. 
(A) gg : K- g denotes always the canonical bijection of the structure %. 
Take g E %. Since % k&c = LJA], we get (L*[A])’ = Lg[A] n % = @a (since 
set Y = inf(% - n, if 8 # %. We claim that 9!R = (L,[A])” (which 
will show (I)). 
Clearly, (LJA])” s iiK Conversly, take 5 E 93 and assume v< E. Since Q! c %I2 
and E E .!R, we get g@ E ZE. ut, by (A), o E (L5[A3)” = g$x c 992, hence v E %I2 
a contradiction. 
(C) (i) v E E. This means that LJA] < a, which we shall show now. 
Since IDk % &d %R = (LJA])“, we get, for every integer k < o, Yl I= 
“L,, [A] +,, UnivePse”. But % < I?& hence for k < o, ‘i?l b “LJA] xxk Universe”. 
(ii) a E C,,. Since Y E I%, we get Q,, E %. nce XIc liJz. Since (v c Zn, we get 
Xzc%. So, A”~X~EK~!R~~~, and &EC,,. 
(iii) Obviously, Y E E and QI E C,,+ XL = g$x By (A) and (B) we get 
Xy,=R Cl 
. v is the only element of & n E s.t. ?lR = X& as shown in part (B) 
above. 
2.2. Thegames G&l, LY) 
r, K 2 co1 be fixed. t !?I = (L,+[A], E, A, ) be a structure, and 
e shall consider games G&?l, (u) for 1s s s K. 
ose that 1 S lj < K. ‘l%e game GE@, cy) has then le 
as follows. 
each move numbe . (for 0 s i < 5) player ys an ordinal lli c M+. 
II st play as follows. e plays a structure P2i 
(0) Imile a+, (1) Iigzi n K = tY, 
(2) mi I> U nj* 
jCi 
(3) Ot(!Ni) 2 Ai. 
ayer ins i e cou lay E correct moves. 
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. (A) Assume that % is a Ketonen structure. 
form “for every 8, . . .“, we can restrict 
en structures, and be equivalent o the 
always assume the 
uetoassume%s 
5” there iS some Vi E E S.t. 
y Lemma 2.1, except possibly for the 
G&X, a) for g c K except hat the game is of length cy+. 
For 1 =S Es K, set W&c) iff for every % = (L,+[A], e, A, B), 
; K such that player I has no winning strategy in Gs(%, cu). 
viously, GP,(lc) iff WCC(K). Moreover 
. GP,@) ++ CC(K). 
The direction + is obvious; just set 
rXn= U 92i. 
ica+ 
Conversely, assume CC(K). Let 9l be a Ketonen structure. Set E = Ear and 
considerthestructure~={8,E).Let!@k%3andcu<~bes.t.~~~=cuand 
Set 9R=?#)% and P=En Ckarly, P is club in rzft, hence 
Far v E P set %2,, = (L,,[A])m. ce WE, we get l!%,,-dR. 
;v(Ep shows that II has a W.S. in G,(B, ku). 0 
associate a filter Fs =Fg( K) over K. For 
let r,(a) be the set of all QI C K such that 
e game Ge(%, a). Let Fe be the filter over K generated 
{r,(%) 1% is a structure over K+}. 
e same filter, if we only used etonen structures. 
f 51.7, while r#l) is the s(a) of 81.8. 
) . 
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a Assume 1 s f s K. Then FE is no 
(9 tY,<K-+Xo, K)E&. ust take %= (K+, E, {q,}) 
(2) Take a family (%,),,, with ‘%, = (K+, E, A,). Set A = UacK {ar} x A, 
and ‘$I = (K+, E, A). We claim that r,,(a) s A,,, r&J. For, if & < cu, ]911E-~ 8, 
!%n~=a; then2N8, ence, any winning play for II in GE@, 4~) is winning 
in G&, 4~). •I 
. Obviously, 1 S e S 9j 6 K+ 4(K) cl F,(K). 
2 6. Games and flat filters 
. Assume that o G 5 G K and GP&K). Then FJK) is flat. 
S. Set F = FE and assume F is not flat. Take S E F+ and 
f :K-K S.t. 
(a) Ilr<K-f(a)ca+, 
(b) Ilf lIF[S] 3 K+- 
ence, for v < K+, we can find a structure %,, = (K+, E, A,,) s.t. 
(c) a E r&l,,) n S+ h,(a) <f(a) (where h, canonical). 
Take also for Y < ~6 < ,K+ a set D, club in x s.t. 
(d) Q! E D,,* h,(a) < h&)- 
Let A code (Ay)v<K+ as well as (D,,P),,<PCK and set % = (K+, E, A). Since 
S E F+, take (Y E S n r,(%). Let us now devise the following strategy u for I in 
G&K 4. 
First move. I plays il0 = f (a) + 1. t 11 answer %&,<%, with !&,fM=cwand 
0t(&) 2 ao. 
For the next moves, let us distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: VY ~!l&-, CYE r,(%,)). Then, we already have what we want. For then 
Q! E r&?&J n S for all Y E 9!&,, hence, by (c), (cu) <f(a). On the other hand, by 
(d), VC~ and v, p ~!I!Ji&-*h,((cw)<h~(~~). ence, f(m) + 1s ot(!l&&) <f (cu), a 
contradiction. 
: 3~ E i&, a $ r&&J. Let v. E iI&, be the least such. Let c(,,,, be a W.S. for 
cu). Now, let I play all his next moves in G&?!, ar) according 
to M,,,, (and having forgotten the first move). This means that, for 1 s i < g we set 
ai = cC,((aj)~sj<i, (fij)lGj<i), 
where fij is the reduct of YRj to ‘2&,. 
NOW, let (!$Ri)i<g be a winning play for in G&E, a) against 
ase 1, for if not (YRi)lci<g would e a winning play of 
G@&, a). •I . 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Lcvinrki 
2 7. Comparison of the games 
exists 0XKs.t. for all a<& 
for every 8 = (K+, E, A) there 
in G&X, a+. Clearly 
lVi43tFisQ jilter over K. W,,(K). Indeed 
SEF+. Let $!I= ,+[A], E, A, B) be a Ketonen structure. We 
Assume, to the contrary, that S f7 r,, = 6. For 
player I has a w.s., say a,, in the game 
, we can assume that (Va! E S)(n(a) = n). 
Let us hence cousider the following game. Set 
&= S and, for aE $,, &j(a) = a,($). 
rice, fo:$,+ K and fo(a) c a+ for all a E &. By flatness of F, we can find 
c $,, & E F+ m! v. E E s.t. (vcu E Sl)(fo(a) <&,(a)). Set $ = Sl n C,,, and, 
rice, a E Sl+ ot(2UQ >fo(a). Continuing in this way, 
for all a E & player II has played a correct play 
a_l against a,, a contradiction. Cl 
Amme the weak Chang flter F-(K) is jW. Tken F-(K) = 
F-(K) = e(K) s F<,(K) C E;(K) (by 2.7). q 
= F:(K) be the filters over K associated to the 
let F, = F&Q be the game filter over K 
(K). Using the methods of the proof of 
For all n < o, K(K) = F;(K). nce 
) is nontrivbl. 
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. (1) Obviously, k is n-ineffable-, G (K) is already true in ZFC. 
there is a gap between P,(K) SinCe in L, GP,(K) 
y that K is &ineffable fo fill this gap with some new 
games, but we shall not do it here. 
29. Games and O# 
GP,(K) relativizes to L, i.e. V ~GP,(K)-, L FGP,(K). Indeed, 
for evev bouided subset a of K, GPJK) rehtivizes to L[a]. 
Let us treat the L-case. The L[a]-case is treated without change. We shall 
consider two cases. 
CM? 1: (K+)L< K+. Since GP,(K)+ WCC(K) we see, applying Theorem 1.23, 
that O* exists. ence we only need to prove 
. Assume that K is an indiscernible for L. Then L k GPJK). 
Let 8 = ((K+)~, E, Ai, 
Let j: L-, L be an elementary embedding s.t. cp(j) = K. 
where A E L. 
. K E I;(j(W 
This will suffice, since then r&%) E U, where U= {Xc K 1 x EL and K E 
me, let us verify the claim. 
c={Y<(K+)L(%%~V~%} is club in (K+)‘. Assume now that 0 E L 
is s.t. L I=% is a w.s. for in Ga( j(a), K)“. Let 1 play in GJj(Tu), K) 
v. E C s.t. A,, < vo. Obvious 
v. is a correct answer of playe 
, we get a sequence (!&)i<, 
correct play of player PI against 0. 9 E V, but possibly, 9 # L. So, let us use the 
classical argument of Silver. Let T be the set of all sequences t = (So, . . . , 8,) E 
L such that t is a sequence of k + 1 correct moves of II against 0 in GJ j(a), K). 
Order 2’ by extension. ence, T E L. Since T is not well-founded in V, it is not 
well-founded in L. q (2.12). 
Let%=(L,+,E,A)ELbea( tonen) structure 
ow that [r,(a)]” s [r&%)]L. Take cy E [r,(%)lv and a&u 
“0 is a W.S. for I in Gm(%)“. Let b E V be the strate 
Gccording to 0 as long as the previous answers of 
and plays J. = 0 if not. 
be a winning play of 
mma 2.1, we see t at !%j E L for all i E cc). 
against 0. If (9!Rj)j~~ 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. L,evihski 
we sh 
da* exisk3 for every bounded subset a 
e general proof is the same. 
is essentially a Ketonen struc- 
any (YE r,+#B). Assume that 
= ck Let ar : %+ 9R be the transitive collapse of !R Since 
setting v,={xE%)x s ar and WE z(X)} that U’ is an 
the following strategy o for player I in G,+,(B, B). 
Note that, by Lemma 
IKe (!&)is,, all the %RzS, 
some Vi E E S.t. a! E Cvi. 
EE, !BZi=Xq (~CO). 
plays, according to a, 
rice, assume v. E E given, s.t. %J& = X2. Consider the transitive c&apse 
az: Ldrr)-, x2 and the ultraf%ter Uzaq, which. we shall denote by Uz. Since 
&?eL. So, let AI= a&, SJto) be the least ordinal a< cy+ s.t. 
having played X2, . . . , X2, An+l is the least ordinal o c 1y+ s.t. 
and given V, E E s.t. Ui<a, X2= X2 (this 
will at the end tiways be the case, by Lemma 2.1, since will play one move 
more, say %!I&), let Aa be the least 0 C LY+ s.t. ULy E Lo. W, let (&)is” be a 
against CI in G,+,(Vl, cu). Let z: YIIa + B&, be the trankitive 
set ii = Warn = Ui<” Vi* 
e choice of Am. 
(2) WV&), 0) is amenable. 
’ Lvi(a) ’ LVi+a(a) foralli<w, byde 
(3) YI” I= W is 
t. X&50. Set X=T\nccr,Xn~910. have to show 
foralln, soa~Ez 
sidering that 91, k C-, !JI, k “( Lvm(aj, 8) = 9 is 
is iterable”. ence, V I= “jt(9) is iterable”. ence O* 
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The game Jo(& 0~) 
Let K be regular, K 3 01. Let %= (&+[A], E, A, 
game Jo@, cu) as follows. The game is simpler 
II s plays first, what we shall do now. The game will be of ‘potential 
his move number i (i C ar+) II must play a model & < !!l such that 
Player I plays ordinals vi < cy with the requirement that 
(a) tlidhj Ii<+ 
The first player to be unable to move according to the rules has lost (this must 
obviously happen for some i c cu+). 
The game JI(%, cu) 
We shall need the equivalence of Jo with an apparently stronger game JI. Hence 
let 8, a! < K be as before. define the game J@, a) as follows. Player I now 
plays pairs (qi, Ai) where qi < Q! and ili < (Y+. The requirement is the same as in 
J,(‘% a), i.e. (a) vi $ {vi 1 i < i)* 
II still plays models %!i -C 3 with the requirements (l), (2) above and the 
following additional one: 
The conditions for winning are the same. 
rice, no condition on ot(&) is imposed for i = 0 or lim(i) (II plays 
first). We define as usual the game properties JP&v) for k = 0,l by: for every 
structure % over K+, there exists Q < K s.t. I has no W.S. in Jk(%, TV). For k = 0,l 
and ‘$I as above we denote by @l) the set of all cue K s.t. I has no W.S. in 
J#, a) and let H&C) denote the structure over 
K+}. AS before it is easy to see that 
shall show that 
over K associated to the 
ence, let us set 
t is readily seen that &(K) is normal, and is 
is equivalent o 
( 1 K (K) = I$&-). In particular 
H.-D. Dun&r, J.-P. LminrAi 
= &+[A], E, A, I?) be a structure 
&I be as above, let us show that tO(91)ctl(%). Take 
.s. for I in the game J@l, 1~). have to produce a w.s., 
t [=, a]: (Y x a--, a be a bijection. 
cu, j&-,1 c cy+ (m J&B, a)). Regard 
first move of I according to a, say 
+ Q! be any injection. I will now 
the moves qi = [To, #&)I, 
, a) according to a. Let 37& 
9nA, into J$!l, cu) as the 
m&k 
) a&). Now, let the A1 next moves of I in J&E, a) be 
(i < Al) where & : A,+ a! is a fxed injection. Continuing in 
that a must be a w.s. for I in JO@, cu). 
S E I(&), i.e. assume that 
lind a structure % = &+[A], E, P, R) s.t. S n to(%) = 4). Let 
)-f-t@ Let (&J%q<r+ be a family of club subsets of K s. t. 
D,, n S fy((ru) #f,(@- Let A code the family (D,JvtCtr+ and 
4y E S. -We shall describe a W.S. for I in &(a, ar). 
has played 9&p set vi = inf(92i 0 Uj<i 82j) and let I play 
vi = fyi(a). Since for j < i, vi # vi and since M E D,, we get vi # qp Hence the 
, and let us construct a 
)- All the %concepts will 
E, with v>v*. Set Dv={ard+n~,,~ 
ct for v E E a regressive function fy : S (I D,,+ K such 
set D in K such that a! E D n S+&,(LY) # 
Cv 3X: = Xz (as sets), 
shall play a partial game 
t does not matter.) 
ill always play accof 
2 be the first move 
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r i in Jo@, CU), let Vi+1 be the leazit v’ E 
1 as move number i + 1 in JO@, a). 
(the proof of) Lemma 2.1, since, by point (A) of that proof, X2= (&[A])X& 
(note also that, still by Lemma 2.1, cy E C,,,.) 
ve number i, where lim(i) 
could have X2 = Uj<i X2.) 
in x& Let then vi be the second element v’ of 
play X2 in JO@, cu). ( aying the first such, we 
Cave 2: {vi! j < i} is cofind in x& Then, let II play Xt and stop the game. 
(Note that; by choice of ar, a! E Ci; and v E XE, so XY,s XL) 
Let i = i(v, a) be the index of the last move of player II in this partial play of 
JO@, a). (Note that i = ot(E n 8@ = h,,(a).) For j s i(p, a) denote by @$’ the 
move number j of player II. 
NOW, let fy(cu) (for v E E and (Y E S n D,,) denote the answer of player 
I- according to a, - to this last move X”, of II. In particular, j$~) < LY. 
So we have defined fy : S n 0, +K for v&. Now, take v,~EB with vQ. 
Set 
(Note that, by definability of 9 from Y in a, Q! E D,,-* + E Xs) We claim that 
CY E S n L&+$,(QI) #f,(a). ‘I’ake Q! E S n D, and note first that XI 4 Xz, since 
VEJ!$. Hence, for jCi(v, a), 8!&‘= #$‘. But 9 E Xk and, since {Vi 1 i C i(v, a)} 
is cofinal in XE, ? is the second element Y’ of E n 2: s.t. < i(v, a) vi < Y’ (the 
Xz= figli’. But then i(p, a) > i(v, a), oa being 
e getA(a) #f,(a)* 0 
2.11. The properties g(K) 
Let us generalize slightly the definition of 01.3. Let K be regular, K 3 ol, F a 
filter over K and E an ordinal. 
b(F) iff there exists a family (fV),,<K+ s.t. 
(1) fy : iv- K is regressive; 
(2) for every S c K+ with at(s) = 5, 
r&he&). clearly: 
H.-D. Dander, J.-P. Levihski 
ere exists (fY)vcr+ s.t. 
relation (b)above and moreover 
orem 1.24, if K is successor 
, hence than “~KK is 
y weaker, as we shall see later). 
(2) above, it is shown in [6] that1 
over K. It is easily seen that V5 < K+, 
question of the strenth of +III&Q, for 3 s n < 0, was left open in 
te that for tiite n, (K) and TH,*(K) are equivalent (see [6, Lemma 
AssuDlethatKiSregularand &(K). Then THl(K). 
,(K) and let (./%cx + witness this fact. For p E [I?](“, set 
i, j Ep,J(tt) #J(a)} and r= {p E [K+]~” 1 SP E SK}- 
a club DP E SP. Let A code the family (D&e= and set 
EEand cu&,. Set 
43:=(&X: Jfi(cu)=fv(cu)). 
v isfiiite. Q 
<@J(K) for wvtr+9 we can find p E [BE]‘” s.t. p E r 
nce we can fin i, j EP with J(a) #4(a). But hence p $ BL 
or&Y) #fv(CY). 
ce set for v E E and ~11 E Cv, fv(@ = (fy(a), 1 XI). Take v, pEEwith v<p 
vp={CLIECCL 1 VEXg). 
Q! E &p+EW #&(cr). 
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itse properties P
. Let K a ml be a successor cardinal. Consider the following 
for every club set % in V&V+), {at(x) 1 x in (8) contains a club in K. 
iff for every club % G p +), {at(X) 1 X cz %} is stationary in K. 
let ~3 a1 be regular. e give the reasonable generalization of the 
properties above. 
PI(~) (resp. P2(~)) iif for every club set % G vK(~+) there exists cw< K s.t. 
) 1 x E %, at(X) < a+) contains a club set in cy+ (resp. is stationary in a+). 
also introduce the following stronger properties. 
!(K)) iff for every club set % c pK(~+) there exists au< K s.t. 
@t(X) 1 ,Y E: %? _A? n K = cu, d(X) < d} contains a club set in CY+ (resp. is 
stationary in a+). 
A sinrnple pressing down argument shows that P&C) 21x3 P:(K) are equivalent. 
Let us quote the following easy fact. 
Let K a ml be regular. Then 
(1) Gp,(& P&C)-) WCC(K), 
(2) CC(K)+PF(K)= 
Recall the known fact that the club filter over IpK(~+) is generated by the 
={XE!$$JK+)~X-~!~ and X~KEK} where %=(K+,E,A) is any 
structure. 
(K)-* WCC(K). Let % = (K+, E, A) and consider the associated club 
set %%. Applying Pz(~) to Vi&, we get an Q! < K and a stationary W c cy+ and for 
a! E W a set X, -C % with X, n K E K and ot(Xq) = LY. Setting 6((w) = Xa 17 K < (Y 
we can assume, by Fodor, that 
6(a) = S(j3) for cu, j3 E W. 
(K) and let ‘% = (K+, E, A) be a structure. 
Consider the club set % = Za. Let LY< K be s.t. player I has no W.S. in C;,(%, LY). 
have to find X < 8 with X fl K = cy and at(X) E 
let us consider the following strategy CT of I in &(?I, a). 
such that aj+, > Aj and a,+1 > ot(Bj) CrVlj is the answer of 
e a winning play of II against o and set 92 = (Jj<o Dija 
the equivalence CC(K) @ G 
bove and hence meet every stationary S c a(+. 0 
H.-D. Don&v, J.-P. Let&ski 
shah show later r*( w ,) are equiconsistent 
(1) Obviously we could have also, in the games G&9x, a), demanded player II 
oves number i for lim(i) do not count 
ark applies to i = 0; since 
, this game would be equivalent 
. This point of view sometinxs has 
GE we do not really need to specify ti, 
A)and~<~.Letusdefinethegame 
answers playing 3/J&X %?l, &n K E K. Set 
for the next moves I has to play ordinals AZ c cy+ and one 
definition applies for f = x. It is 
obvious that for g 2 o, I has a W.S. in G#l) iff for all br< K, I was a W.S. in 
shall use this variant G&l> later. te that it would be more 
, we can avoid to demand &, = 0 and let I play 
us variations of the games Jk (k C2). So let 
defme the games Jk(Yl) as follows. Player II 
of has to be a model Zl&,< % such that 
Set 8y = %&,n x. From now on &(a) has the 
istency results, at least for K = ol, we must 
large cardinals. As obviously suggested by the 
CC@,) and the results of [8, §8 and 091, we 
terms of indiscernibles. 
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3.1. Indiscernibles 
a be an ordinal, lim(ll) and let I%= &[A], E, A, B). 
arity with $is concept of a set of indiscemibles for ‘8. Let us 
at I is a set of indiscemibles for %, Z s A. 
a) iff for every y E I, I - y is a set of indiscemibles for 
(2) I is good (in IQ) iff 1 is remarkable and 
a(y=qL,[A]. 
y~l $!l) y<%, where we set 
Recall the following facts. Assume that I is remarkable in %L 
&me 1113 2. Then 
9l F “y is weakly inaccessible” for all y E I. 
(2) Assume IZ\ 3 3. Then 
9l b “y is strongly inaccessible” for all y E I, 
i.e. % I= “VP < y, : u + y, is not surjective”. 
3.2. The game G$!l) 
Let ‘9!I = &[A], E, A, B), lim(Q Let 1 s 5 c o1 and define the following 
game of length g. Player I playes ordinalls I, < ol, for Y c g- layer II plays good 
sets of indiscemibles Iv s A (for a) s.t. 
(a) lim(ot(Z,,)) and of&) 3 A,, 
(b) Ucc<Jp 4 L 
As usual, II wins iB he can play 5 times according to the rules. 
Let K be a limit ordinal and 1 S s g ol. K is (g, <w&Erdiis iff 
for every ‘8 = iL,[A], E, A) player I has no winning strategy in the game G;(B). 
. (1) 1 S fS q S o1 and K is (q, <uI)-Erd6s-, K is (c, cw+Erdiis. 
(2) K is (WI, ‘w&Erdiis iff K is wI-Erdiis. 
(3) K is (1, < o,)-Erdiis iff for au 6 < ol, K is &Erdiis. 
for all V, p < I& ll(I.., a) t-l 01= 
Id have defined 
;(a) where the IV’s o 
be the least ordinal sati 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Levi&i 
stronger 
Continue to consider %= &[A], E, (f), 
note for a moment by Gg (a) the following game 
(5, z,,), where & < o1 and 
les Z,, in 8, having to meet condition (a), (b) of the definition of 
addition condition 
O<ve~-,inf((Z~-LkI,,~)~g~. 
iff he could-play E times correctly. 
. Condition (c) is not demanded for v = 0. Hence z0 does not count, and 
could have been omitted. 
l< 5 S o1 and K is (i$, <o&Erdis. Then for every 
I has no winning strategy in the game G$*(%). 
shalI need this apparently stronger form of (Q Cm,)-Erdiis in order 
to do the forcing proo ut we could also build into the forcing proof the 
argument used to prove a 3.2. (We shall indeed prefer to do that in the 
proof of the consistency of 
Since K is strongly inaccessible, lpirl = K. Hence we can 
limit cardinal y =S K, I$' = L,[A]. Now, assume 
CT is a W.S. for player I in G;*(g), where 
we can consider the structure @ = (a, a). 
GE(B), and use the fact that a 
get a contradiction. 
is a sequence of good sets of 
against bin G,*(B), and let us 
r v<& set yY=inf(&-U,, 
show, of course, th;i.t z.. ‘: y,,. Assume (*) is true fox p < Y C s, and let 
1 y,,. Since CT is in 8, and 
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3.4. compariTon 
Assume 1 s q s o1 and K is (q, 
s. t. p is (ij, g<wl)-Erdiis for all 6 C q. 
<o&Erd&. Then there exiskr p < K 
Assume not. Let -C be a well-order of H, and set % = (H,, E, <). For 
y C K let %$, = ( y, B,, E ) and yY < q be s.t. player I has a w.s., say a,,, in 
G&(8,). Clearly, the class {(y, (&,, B,,, a,)) 1 y < K} is definable in a. Let us 
now define a strategy z for I in G:(B), and obtain a contradiction. proceed as 
follows. 
First move. Let t(8) = ilO = 0. Let IO be the answer of II in G*(B), i.e. IO is 
good for a with lim(ot(ZO)). 
By remarkability, we get for y, y’ E IO with y < y’: 
(1) 5y = &, A, = A,# I-I y, a,, = uvp 1 Z$ 
(2) For y E 10, IOn y is good in a,,. 
Second move. Take any y E b and set & = uY( ). By (1) above, & does not 
depend on y E IO. Now, set z(Z,,) = A1 = & + o + o. Let Z, > lo, ot(Z1) 2 hl, be the 
answer of II against A1 in G*(8). 
Third move. Take & < Z1 s.t. ot(&) 3 & + o. Take any y E Z1 - & and set 
A1 = a,(&), &=t(Z&z~)=&+O+CO. 
We now just continue this way. Set 
5= sy<rl (Y Eb)* 
If 5 is a limit, we just need to play 5 + 1 times to get a contradiction. If E = 6 + 1, 
just play the &th move long enough. Cl 
could also state our game properties using partitilons 
*-game in a later section. 
= K), we can take, in the proof of Lemma 3.2, 
E )) the game property without predicate. 
e are now ready to prove one direction of our main results. 
ed in $2.13 we can, instead of mes GE(%, (v), consi 
is makes, concerning the asso 
is makes a little difference for 1 s g < cr;,. 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Lminski 
the property GPe(~) (1~ E s K) meaning: for every structure 
has no W.S. in the game GE(%) (see $2.13). 
VP k GP@i). 
t K is (ij, <ml)-Erdiis. Let P be the 
K = co2 with countable conditions. Then 
Let G be P-generic over V. Then &lG1 = K and (HK)V*G1 = H,[G]. 
EV[G], we fan find AEV, As&., s.t. A=&={&< 
E A}. Assume that o is, in V[G], a W.S. for player I in GE(%), 
1, E, A,). I&t &, % E v be St. & = 0 and ?!i, = 8. Finally, 
A,,col andp*EPs.t. 
(I) p0 II- “3 is a W.S. for player I in G&g) and a(@) = &“. 
G and consider the family (po, &, A, $). In V,. set 
shall play (in V) the game G,**(m), and obtain a 
on. Hence, let e a strategy, say z, for player I in this game. 
Fmt Fve. Let I play 
& be a correct answer of player II. ence, 5 is good in B, ot(&) ~ A,,, 
(JJ). Set !B$ = Hull&, R3). Consider set Pw = “P in the sense,of w’, 
which is a proper class in %I&,. Note that !&, t= “every antichain in P is a set”. Let 
(X) i X4) enumerate (in V) alli maximal antichains X in P s.t. X E %R,,. Since 
We Can construct as usual a sequence (ri)i<o S.t. setting D(X) = 
(a) ro=po, 
(b) i < WI+ ri+l s 4 and ~+l E D(Xi) n 9&. 
Set go = -[q E P n %Jto 13 < o, 5 s q}. Clearly, go is PPRO-generic over D&, and 
ence, q. E P, q. spa and for any h E P with h s qo, 
(21 q. IF “&[G] = !R,,[g,] -C %?l and On n 9!&,[G] = On n B& 
and ot(&[G]) 2 A,,“. 
w letp+ ii1 < ml be such that 
(3) Pl %I0 and p1 it- $.is the second move of player I in 
G&Vi), according to ir, against (Ao, !%&[G])“. 
sup(p*) < K and let the second move of 
be good in !B s.t. 
ull(I, , @) since I1 is good an 
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usual, for any strongly inaccessible y, set PY = {p E 1 &m(p) E y x w,) 
m(p) c Iv, Jd x WI* set (p,) =p 1 y X ol and 
e product decomposit inside 2!& gives us Pm1 = 
(PYJsnl x (Pyl)sn,. NOW, go l (P,,)ml-generic over I!&, due to (d), to the fact that 
Pvl has the yl-cc, that ( Jml = %I& and that (P,,>"l = P9”0. Hence, we can 
consider the generic extension 2RI[go] inside V. Clearly 
Letting (Xi)i<” count the maximal antichains of (Pyl)sR1 which lie in !8JQo], we 
Can construct a sequence (ri)i<o S.t. 
(e) i < CO+ ri E (Pyi)llR1 and ri+l s ri and 4 E D(Xi) 
(if you want, transitivize the models). Set 
hl = {p E (Pyl)sn, 13 C 0 5 Sp}. 
Clearly, hl is (Pyl)‘m’-generic over 9!RJgo]. ence, set g, = (p E Pm1 1 (p),, Ego 
and (p)” E h,) which is PSR’-generic over !lR,. 
Set & = ugl. Hence, 41 E ?? Finally, notice that pl and ijl are compatible ir, 
P9 Sillce inf(& - 40) = y1> z1= supi( Hence, set ql =pl U &. Clearly, 
(f) ql sqo, q1 spl and for any & E P with h <ql, g, = {p E Pm1 1 h dp}. 
oreovei , 
(4) ql It- “B&[G] c 9R,[G] < % and ot(ZR,[G]) 3 AI 
and %$[G] n ol = Y&[G] r7 oIT9. 
ence forces that ZR,[G] is a correct second move of player II against ci in 
G,(N. can now continue in this way, determining Pi, Ai, qi E V with iii < oi, 
pi, qi E P, pi It- “Ai is the move number i of Z in GE(%) according to ir”, qi+l s qi, 
qi+l GPi, as well as sets of indiscernibles 4 in !B, and models 2IRi = Hull& 8) s.t. 
Qi is PW-generic over mi and 
qi II- “!V&[G] is the ith move of II against Ir in GE@)“. 
To see that this goes through for limit stages, let us consider, as a typical case, 
the stage i = o. 
Move number O. Since for 0 s i C O, qi a pi+1 3 qi+l, we get Ui<aPi = 
Ui<o qi. SO take PO s Ui<aPi and A, < 01 such that p. forces &,, to be the move 
number o of player I in 8s($). Set r, = sup(po) and take a good set of 
indiscernibles I, in s.t. 
(8) UncwZn a L, ~im(otCL)), ot(L&A-,, and Y” > L, 
where ya = inf(Zm - Unccu I,). The only thing that we have to ~xify, in order to 
apply our argument, is that, setting 2l&, = UncotllZ,, (PyJmU = Pmm (where 
ull(l,, a)) and Unto q,, is PtiW-generic over am. 
while the second follows 
n and the <On-CC conditio 
H.-D. Do&, J.-P. L&vinski 
rice, let (&JVCs be a winning play of against z in G; 
condition r = iJ,<sqv, we see that r It- 
against 6 in G&I)“, a contradiction. 0 
t us otxeive that, setting c = ol, we can obtain, starting with an w&rdiis 
al, the consistency of CC(crpI), i.e. GP,,(ml), without having to use 
To see this, let us take, instead of P, the Silver collapse S, making K = 02, with 
such that K is ol-Erdis. Recall tha2 S is the set of all p&al functions 
:KX~B~--,K such that lpl~~~, (va: ~S)(B(QI, B) < N), and (= < ~1) 
t1)((5, rl) E dom(&+ rlc a))- 
w, in the proof of Theorem 4.1, let us set M = en ol. By remarkability, 
we get for all v < ol, ac=Rnol, where%= ull(l,, @). On the other hand 
notice that we do not need to specify the strategy of player I in G@,(8), since if 
player I has a W.S. in G,,(g), then the ‘trivial’ strategy b must be such one, 
where we set, for i c o1 .’ ik,, = i. 
This remark allows us to dispense with the use of the condition pi in the proof 
m 4.1. Hence, each condikion qi of this proof is such that dom(qi) c 
particular, setting r = UVcwl q,,, we see that r E S, so we can anclude 
that r Il- “UyCo)l 5J&[G] is a Chang substructure of ‘8”, a contradiction. 
Note also that, since we do not have to specify &, we do not use the fact that K 
satisfies the stronger property G L:(K). Indeed, although this is the idea, in this 
case we do not need to talk explicitly about game properties at all. 
Recall that in Section 2 we defined a game property GP.&) (where 1 s Zj s K, 
lim(5)) as: for all % = (K+, E, A) there exists (Y c K s. t. for all q (: g, I has no 
W.S. in G,#.l, LU). 
Obviously, if we consider only the game G#l) we must consider another game 
property, say, for example: @&(K) iff for every 5% = (K+, E, A) and q < K 
ea as no W.S. in &( 
bviously, GP<&) + <&c)+ m&c), for 71 <E. We leave it to the 
reader to show anaiogues of eorem 4.1 for the game properties GP,&D~), 
==Ej @I c 1 l 
ervation 
. Assume that ccd s lj < ml and K is (lj, <ml)-Erdiis. Let P be any set 
of conditions, s.t. jPI c K and P is <o-closed. Then K is (lj, <w&Erdtis in VP. 
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AQ C 01 are given s.t. pOIk “a is a 
indiscemibles in B s.t. ot(&J 2 A,, and Up.=,, I 4 I,, let us show that py forces 
(I’&<,, to be a correct partial play of 11 against & in Gg(%). To see this let G be 
any &generic set over V. 
T&e a formula #(x1, . . . , xm) of the language of % = (H’[G], &, E) and 
Yl #..., y,,, j$,...,j&d&t. yl+-<y,,, j$+--<~n. AssumethatB=$ 
PI k 9h . . . , m). Then, for some p E G, V bp II- #(j$, . . . , ?,,I). But, since the 
forcing relation Ik is definable in the structure @, we get that !I3 kp II- 
NP 1, . . . , f$). since p <A< 31, we get, by remarkability of I,, in !$I, 
8 kp It- ote1, l l l 9 fn)* ence, vkp I-&, . . . , &), so in V[G], 
otell l l l 5 A>* 
The saxne argument shows that p Il- “Iv is good in ‘&‘. Hence, t&ng r E 1 
Vi < e, r spi, r forces that (I,,),+ contradicts the winning character of 
G;(g). Cl 
4.5. Game filters 
that 
2Ib 
with 
bin 
Assume o s E < 01 and K is (f, Co,)-Erd&. Let P be the 
collapse making K = 02. Then in VP the game filter Fg(o,) is the 
club filter 9!&,,, . 
Let G be P-generic over V. Take %!I E V[G], ‘B = (H,““], A). Assume 
that r,(s) = {(Y < ml 1 player I has no W.S. in GE@, (u)} does not contain a club 
set. Let us continue to argue in V[ G], for one moment. Take S c ol, s.t. S is 
stationary in o1 and S n r@) = 4). By the properties of P, there exists in V some 
strongly inaccessible cardinal A < K such that S E V[G f7 PA]. the passage from 
V[G n PA] to V[G] is obtained using Pa, which is in Vfi, orphic to (P)“‘“. 
ence, w.1.o.g. we can assume that S E V (due to Theorem 4.2). Now, we can 
ake A, !!i E V s.t. %?iG =% = (i&[G], E, &) andpoE G s.t k 9 n r@) = 8”. 
set, as usual, %3 = ( E, pi,, A) and forget everyt about 6. Let us 
efine a strategy z for er I in G;*(B), as follows. 
First move. Set z(0) = (&, zO) = (0,O). 
Let lo be a good answer in Q3, s. im(ot(I,,)). For all LY c ol, set Ha = 
ull(I, U a, B) and set C = (m < o1 1 n ml = a}. Clearly, C is club in ol. 
ence, take QC ES n C.. 
Now take b E V, A,-, < ol, p. E P s.t. p. <PO, p. It- “tr is a W.S. for player 
G&8, cu) and 6- = Ao”. Nsw, we can imitate the proof of Theorem 4.1, with 
one rence. r Y c I$ !I&, will denote 
ull(&,, !33). The fact that 9X,, n o1 = cy follows 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Levi&i 
ave lost one move, but recover it, since 5 3 o. 
[G])y(Q) is a correct play of 
wnstruction d es not extend to prove that, in the variant 
filter &&B~) is equal to V@,, since a quotient of a Silver 
a Silver wllapse in the generic extension. 
+ “3~ K is (CO, <oI)-Erdiis”)+ Cons(ZFC + 
will improve this result later. 
noticed that you always get a model of CC, if you 
o2 using the Silver wllapse. 
t the s-me result with a Levy wllapse. This can 
of 4.1, if you add an appropriate density argument. So using 
s cardinal is sufkient to get a model where the 
(01) is equal to %& 
some game property GPS(wI) in V, to obtain a 
cardinal in the core model K. For the basic properties of K we 
y(Q) denotes the measurable cardinal in the sense cf 
a mouse Q having & of order type o. recall that for each 
nce we can wde K by a 
is an o-mouse, y 
rplike mike 
lasses, we have to take a little more care. 
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be a transitive model of (we do not need the 
assume that the notion of mouse is 
is a mouse”+ V k “M is a mouse”. 
te that this only means that 
is a mouse”+ V i= “ is iterable”, 
mouse is iterable if it is w,-iterable. Finally, if 
mouse at K if y 
(1) V(Y) n W G M- 
k “y is regular”. 
(3) For ewe9 mouse Q E W, Q <* M. 
since all other conditions are absolute. is is always true if 113 ol, since a 
is a mouse, we say that it is a 
is transitive 
at y such that 
(1) Take a E W, s.t. a E y. Let us distinguish two cases. 
1: a E L. Hence, for some i, a E Mi (the i-th iteration of M). Hence, 
since a c y. 
Case 2: a#L. Due to WkV=K, take NE s.t. W t= “N is a mouse” and 
can assume that y G Y < A. Take a regular cardinal 8 
E NO, then the standard code of M, 
hence M E W. 
$x-y cobal, f EW. By (1), fe 
s is actually what we prove in point (I). 0 
We also need 
such that Mew 
indiscernibles in
Y yj <A. Set =Jf let 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. L.evikki 
2. Assume 
from (3) noting that 
shall need a slightly mod&d form of the indiscernibility lemma (see [7, 
in our applications, we shall need more the proof of 
lemma itself, we shall recall shortly the proof, together with 
that is a transitive model of ZFC-+ V=K and that 
particular, g is absolute for premice and hence &K. Let 
is amenable, i.e. for all x E 13, A nx E E. (We 
D be the Dodd-Jensen predicate coding the 
, p. 115, Definition 14.21). Hence, K = L#]. 
, set %?I 1 y = (L,,[D], E, A n L,,[n]). Now, let 
say, h@(I)). We want to find, if possible, a 
set of indiscernibles J for 8, s.t. I GJ and J E K. This result is asserted in [7, 
) > o, but we shall mainly deal with cases where III = o 
d to exist in this case). 
is given and let us sketch the proof of “how to obtain J”. As we 
y ~1 is strongly inaccessible in %?I. Now, for PL c o, md 
ymds.t. ycy1+- < yn, denote by a( y, yl, . . . , y,J the Skolem 
8; = if&y, yl, . . . , yn) n +i?I 1y+, where we 
of I, %T does not depend on the particular 
y#&s.t. y<yl<“= < y,,. Clearly, each a; is transitive and 
some a@, Y) < y+, a; = ‘i!I 1 Q(n, y). Take yn+l E Z with y,, c Y~+~. 
is definable from { y, yl, . . . , Y*+lL s&e a I Yn+l < g- 
y). Clearly, 2IF < %!Xr+? Set 9& = 
~‘EI with y~y’ and n<o define a map 
yL-=~,rl,~~ with ycyl< 
v, vvl, . . . , v,,) of the lauguage 
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s a map 36,# : 8,-, I!&#. ndeed, JQ = Unca, tin, which will 
ultrafilter U. on V(y) n By setthg for X c y, 
that the definition does not depend on the 
since, for y C yr C y”, nW = J+~ox~. and since 
claim that (&,, U,,) is amenable. This follows from the 
is definable from {y, yl, . . . , Y~+~} we have tin, E a,,, hence 
ce the definition of UT= U. n9I; is uniform in y for II ed, we get, 
R~.(CIS) = U”y# (y < y’). Ah, +(a(n, y)) = 6(n, y’)* ence, 36,# is coWtl, 
tary from (iz,, vy> to (a,#, 
y = u {JFsl 1 J,“I E a,}. Clearly, 8, and MY $8, (by amena- 
a premouse at y, but does not need to be iterable. It is easily shown 
(see [7, p. 52, claims (7) and (S)]). 
= Jz and let v,, < /3,, be s.t. 8, E Jz+, - Jz. Obviously, y s v,,. 
setting NY = Jz+l, NY is a mouse as soon as iterable. Indeed, the 
first projecturn of NY is pI(Ny) s y. Hence, since NY E y, Wisamouseassoon 
le (as a premouse). Finally, note that it is easily shown that 
and hence (n,)“N ye NY’. NOW, let (@i)i<(u be a recursive 
enmeration of the a,-formulae. For iC o we can define by a Ramsey-type 
,aset T’,EUynNYs.t.,.aSs~g~ioffYPeniCw, forallc, 
(Note that each Tb is definable inside 
y, but (TL)i<p, does not need to be in NY.) 
i}-indiscernibles for 8,. The uniform definition of Tk gives 
\a) syyp(Tiy) = T$ 
Now, set T, = n-cm T$. Clearly, TY is good for a,. 
, (1) my&q. 
(2) T, is good in ‘By, hence in %. 
(3) y<y’-+T,= Ty’n y. 
(1) For y’ e I n y, y’ E T;* y’ E z~.~(T;.) c) T; E Uy.. 
(2) Since I fl y G T, and In y is good in ‘?.l,, TV is good in %,, as soon as 
]I fl y] % cu, hence in all cases. 
it is enough to have NY E hence 
ence, let us look at the interability of 
ote the i-th iterate of 
at y E I. Set 8 = ot{y’ E I 1 y s y’}. Then for all f c 8, 
well-founded). 
H.-D. Don&v, L-P. Lainski 
the first iteration map. The same 
and defines U, i.e. 
‘, U’) such that 
see a*(lflu) = c@)(y), and apply LoS’s theorem. 
is cofinal. Then Q* is obviously cofmal, hence 
at u* is u&sue if we add the condition u*(y) = y. 
now that 0: ‘, U’) is a &elementary embedding. We 
at U be defined from t#~ (and it usually will not). 
‘, 0’) which is a &,-elementary embedding 
, set &v]u) = [+(f)lv, and apply Los’s theorem 
bviously, if @ is cofiual, so is 6, which is hence ZI-elemerlrtary. Note 
que, if we add the condition 4(y) = y’. 
e shall now define, 
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ote that for 9j S f s 6 an E’+6<8, wehave 
shall dekre, by induction over g s.t. i + f < 8 (for fixed i) the family 
Case I: g=S. FOrQS6, i+6<0, set @i&=GQ+&: $-+ ML+“. The condition 
(a) is empty, while (b) is obvious, since (a,i) is commutative. 
Cme 2: lim(g). Take 6 such that E s 6 and i + 6 < 8. Due to the induction 
hypothesis, consider for q < 5_ the &,-map #as iI@‘. Due to hypothesis 
(a) for all q < g the (@i,&<6 forms an in system with respect to the 
ence, we denote by &+M~+’ the inductive limit of 
n, we have, for q < & @(Ss~&e = &,,, i.e. (a) for f 
iately from the induction hypothesis zrd the unique- 
ness of inductive limits. 
Case 3: Zj = q + 1. Hence, #&+M+ i+q is defined, if i + q < 0. Assuming 
i + r~ + 1 < 0, let us define #b+I,q+l: a+I + A$,+‘-‘+? Consider the diagram 
g*+q.i+q+l and $&I 
diagram commutes. 
defined as in (1) and (2) above, respectively. 
set 
and for any 6 such that T,I + 1 s 6 and i + 8 < 8, we set 
+;+I,* = ui+q+l,i+6° #;+&,+I- 
Obviously, condition (b) is satisfied by construction. 
ncerning (a), it is satis ed between q and 5: Y 
tive hypothesis, betwee 0 and E, for all Q s Q. 0 
76 H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Leviaski 
:L-,L. 
element 
ad set = KQ (see 35.2). Let 
Take i, j E On with i <j. Z%en there exists 
such that for au XEW with xcyi, 
give a prwf. Note that the 
sense, since, by iW, = $(yi) n Qi. Note also that the 
~ntitiy that of Lemma 8.3 of [S, p. 611 but the result is not explicit in 
QP Let us define, by induction over k a map a& : Qi+k+ Qj+k 
Iementary and cofhal and 
pj+&, j+l o ok = 01 o pi+k,i+l for kd. 
s&e ok k &element%!, we get that o&(@ =H’, and hence, setting $k = 
oreover, for kd, 
so,. we can set # = Ukee ek9 ad 
elementary. clearly, the critica point of # is yi, gnci # 1 Hg= 
e X E Qi, X E Yi= Define fx E Qi Mtbg, for ~lr c yi, fx(a) = x IT 
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6.2. Case without predicate 
Assume GP,(o,). Set K = 02 and % = (K,, E). Then, in K, player 
1 has no win&g strategy in the game 6:(9x). 
efore proving Theorem 6.1, we shall establish some useful lemmas. 
63. Some facts 
tit %= (&, E), where K= o2 and set O=wl. Let no:&,+% be a 
elementary map s.t. mg&) n 8 E 8. Set 
B(q) iff for every mouse Q E there exists n : ZR-+ l?I, 
R elementary, % transitive, JG =, no, s. t . Q E 92. 
Let 8, x0 be as above and assume B(ldg). Then K is measurable in an 
This is proved in [S, Lemma 6.21. There it is stated that some ordinal sol is 
measurable in an inner model. but cleariy B(zo) implies that K is inaccessible 
Assume that %k$ ‘% are transitive mode& of ZFC such that 92 -c ‘$l and 
let y E !#. Assume that Q is a mouse at y s.t. Q $ XX. Then Q $ ‘8. 
Assume Q E R. Let a c y be the standard code of Q. Let us show that 
a em (hence Q E %@). Sine I= ZFC, take b E ZR s.t. ZRk “b = v(y)“. By 
elementarity % g “b = q(y)“. nce a E 6. Since Di! is transitive, a E !R 0 
Assume V = L[c(], where cc is a normal measure over K in L[p]. It is 
own thit there exist K’-many core mice Q at K. Hence, set % = (K,+, E). 
transitive elementary substructure of % s.t. K E m and 
= K, we see that mma 6.3 is false between %R and %. Hence, we really 
need the power set axiom in the proc of the lemma. 
e can weaken the ypotheses of the lemma a li 
o have that 2X, are transitive models of 
78 H.-D. Dondh, J.-P. Let&ski 
shall always assume that, according to a, I plays limit ordinals. Clearly, we are 
shall actually disregard & for a short 
play, in G&5), X0< 24 with XJl o1 = 
Lemma 2.1, at the end of the game we will have that for 
we shall 
e of X& 
$D&-, = V,(B) [=&,,,(a~)]. We want to find a mouse Q E & such that 
and Q $ !&. It could be the case that this is false for &,, but we 
fact that Zl@,, where x1 : ill&- X2 is the next move of player II 
rice, let us distinguish two cases. 
~T~P~NY B(q,) of Lemma 6.2 is Frye. Then K is measurable in 
is Ramsey in K, and, in particular, K k GP:(pr). 
ence there exists a mouse Q E &, such that Q $ !l?Z 
. 32 is transitive, x0 5 3r, 3r elementary. 
. Let y = y(Q). We let the second move 
91t,ofIIagainstt(l~i<o)wewill 
+X2 be the second move of II against r 
27&d moue. Let Q’ be the C-least core mouse Q such that y(Q) < v,(m) = 
be the iteration of Q’. The third move of I 
w, before we continue to describe r, we must make a digression. Assume 
with m1 Q &. By Lemma 6.3, Q’ $D$. 
2 be the <*-least core mouse Q s.t. y(Q) e v2(a) and Q &!lR& 
It is however possible that Q2 e* Q’. It may be of course 
=Q~=...=Q”.,Q~+~, for some it 3 1. So, let us assume 
ays IG,+~:ZR~+~-X~+‘, 
according to z will be 
e order e* is well-founded, these ‘breakdowns’ can 
e end, considering the 
ts i. e CC) s.t. Qi = Qio for all i 2 iO. 
n we have got to play 
ified that, at each breakdown, player I begins 
escribe the sequel of 
i.e. as if for n 3 1, 
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a good set of indiscernibles for but pos&ly not for &. 
ence, we shall divide the strate ng two cases. r wfl be &fined 
a way that ‘at the end’, anyway, it will show that I2 was good in &. 
ce, let us begin with 
1: I2 is not a good set of indiscernibles for !I!Q Let I pl 
fourth move the least ordinal c(~ < o1 s.t (cu), c(3) n c # 4). 
‘C will ensure that (vi(a), vi+l(a)) f~ C # r aJl i > 2. Set jj!& = Un_ %Jtl*. men 
there exists io < ol, lim(&), s.t. On n i!& = yjO. According to Lemma 5.2(J) 12 is 
then good for !I/!&, hence for !l?&, since 9!R@lEU. ence we can assume we are 
in 
is good for !&a For i < & + O, set 6i = n;?(n) and set Bz = {pi 1 i < 
ence, Bz is good for %. 
Now, we can apply the proof of e indiscernibility lemma, $5.3. So, take the 
no’ration of 95.3, letting, for 6 E M’, N" and Tb be as there. We want of 
a to be iterabie for 6 E BZ. Hence, let us first eliminate the bad case. 
e 2a: For some 6 E B2, M” is not icerable. Let 6 be the least such and let p 
be the least ordinal p < mE s.t. Mu is not p-iterable. The fourth move of player 1 
according to z will then be, setting 6 = az(yio), ~(3 = yiOio+p+~. Assume that player 
II answers ~~3:&--*Xy,5 with V&V) > YiO+p+a* Applying Fact 2 of 85.3, we see 
that after all, & was p-iterable and that, at the end, this subcase will not occur. 
Hence we can assume being in 
Case 2b: For all 6 E B2, M6 is iterable rice, let us consider, with the 
notation of 55.3, the element 6 = S,+, know that TO E K, that Ts is 
goad for a, and that B2 fl6 c G. In particular, ot(&) 2 ;lo. 
the initial segment of Ta consisting of the &, first elements ( 
Now, report A2 as the first move of player II against (J in GZ(9.l) (in K). Let 
iE1 = a(&,, AZ) be the answer of player I in this game. Now, we proceed as for p2, 
letting player I play, according to z, as fourth move in G@X), cc3 = Y~,+~. It 
seems that we had a long way until we defined and used Al, but actually, since we 
excluded all the undesirable subcases. y~~+~ was played immediately after Y~+~. 
Note that, when player II has played (in G,(8)) n3 : &-, X.2 and when we 
have defined B3, then B2 is an initial segment of B3, and, using Fact l(3) of 05.3, 
A2 is an initial segment of A3. 
ence, let (&)i<a, be a winning play of II against z in GU(VX). Then, (Ai)z+ 
is a winning play of II against o in G:(a), except hat possibly (Ai)z<i<a, $ 
Hence, w e the argument of Silver again. We let z be the set of all sequences 
(R 0, l * l 9 E K which are correct partial plays of II against u in cf(%). k!er 
z by inclusion. Since z is not well-founded in V, it is not well-founde A,. w 
6.5. Pndecomposables 
H.-D. Dander, J.-P. Levhski 
1), where g < of is indecomposable. S t K = a2 and 
erIhasnowinnhgs tegy in the gme G#i). 
e proof of Theorem 6.1. have just to make a few 
(at least for 
i si< $ Hence, at the 
5: is indecomposable the 
at we can have f moves Ai of 
em is the following. Assume rim(q), q < 5 and (Ai)zsi<q 
&, = u((&,, (Ai)i<q) we must be sure that 
, we r&t at this stage q, sp&fv two ~~bcases. If (Ai)zsisq E K, continue 
(&) be the moves of II in GE(%), set 
know that for some limit ordinal iO, On n ?IL& = y,.,,. Hence let 
ensuring that for every i < i0 + m, MQfi) is 
iterable. 
g 6 =x&y& we see that T6 EK. But by simultaneous induction 
i+z)i<r) is definable from Ta, hence ‘was’ in K. 
has ended, player II has played (iV2& in GE(%) and 
E K. Since g is countable in 1y, we can 
and apply the argument of Silver a&t. Note that we 
ue to eorem 6.4, we see that the properties GP&Q for g 
mdecomposable are strictly increasing. But we shall now obtain an equiconsis- 
tency result. 
66. e general case 
(ol) koidr. Set K = a2. Then K is (w, <ml)-Erdiis 
eat, hence not needing to consider the 
such that in K 0 is a 
(VI), which, not being winning, will yield a winning 
o a constant. 
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now by Theorem D of [8] that K is inaccessible in K. SO e c K. Let 
B = (AK,,, E, {a}). Define, still in K, a bijection h : K + p as follows: 
(1) h 1 e = Id 16 
(2) For Y<K, lim(Y)andn<co, seth(E+v+2n)=g+v+n. - 
(3) Set S={5-+v+2n+I(v<K,lim(v),n<o} and let h rS be any bijec- 
tion from S onto [K, p). 
Now, let s=(h-“)“(a) ( as a structure) and set B = (K,, E, !$j). Set % = 
h-l(%). 
We shall actually play in G@(B). Hence, take X < 9 and ar< o1 s.t, 
xnw,= LY. Set Y = h”(X) and 2 = Y n KK. Clearly, Y < 8, 2 < KY and Z is an 
initial segment of Y. Moreover, the choice of h shows that ot(2) = at(X). Let 
0’: m-, 2 and z : 8 + Y be the transitive collapses of Z, Y respectively. Clearly 
m <I % and Q = z 1 !l%. actually, if we set R = Z-‘(K), then m = (&)? In 
particular, for all y E On n A, q(y) MR= v(r) n %. Now, as usual, let us 
assume that % is a Ketonen structure. Then, if Y E Ea and X = XV,, M& have 
k = y(a) and llrxn =HSY(a). 
Let us now assume that X1 <X2 < %, X1 n o1 =X2 n o1 = a, X1 d X,. Set, 
for i=l,2, l$=h”(X’), &=xfIK, and let Ui:ni-*Zi, Jdi:%?i+Y be the 
ed transitive collapses. Obviously, Zi Tr ~a)~ = cy and Z1 < &, Z1 4 &. 
%R, Cl !lJ& and o2 r 9R, = ol. On the other hand, Y1 i Y2, but of course we 
do not have Y1 <I Y2. ence, we only have a map !R,+ !Y&, which is elementary, 
given by the inclusi This map is the identity on m, and sends 
V&E) = On n SR, to V~(LY) = On n iDi&. 
Now we can begin the definition of the strategy r for player I in G,(9). As in 
the proof of Theorem 6.1, we first let I play a first move p. = 0 in order to have 
the answer X0 of II determine (Y = X0 17 ol. We set as usual Y. = h”(&), 
&, = Y. n K,, and let ao:.fDEo+ Z. and no: go-+ Y. be the collapses. We shall now 
denote all further moves of II in C,(B) by ni : !R,+ x, 0, : iI&-+ Zi. NOW, a~ 
second move of I in G, (%), according to r, we choose as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1 an ordinal pp < o1 which guarantees the existence of a mouse 
QE&) (9= wi) s.t. r(Q) c v,((Y) = On n !lR1 and Q $ %!,. Note that in this case 
we argue with the models $Ri and not the %i’s in order to apply the previous 
arguments. nce we get a s nd move nI:!JII-*YI, q:%J&--*Z1 II in 
6,(B) agai r and a mouse $ !lR, s.t. y(Q) c v,((u) = On n Z&. ( shall 
always set Vi(cU) = On n i&e) keep this mouse Q for the rest of the proof. 
(1) For all further moves of II in G”(B), Q $Z& Thi!: follows from 
Lemma 6.3, since P& 
for 
i 2 1, WC! have Q $ %i. This folbws SIX 
= v(y) f7 !Bi and 82 h ZFC-. 
82 H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Levi&i 
g objects. Set JZ-‘(‘a) and, for i c w, 
ordinal iOC o1 s.t. 
yio. Applying Lemma 5.1 to Q with W = % and 
y=y,, weseethat%,E ce, denoting by (@ia the iteration of Q, we see 
that there exists iO C iO s.t. aa E mg(&,,& Set I= (n 1 j. s i c iO}. Standard 
arguments how that I is a good set of indiscemibles for g@. Setting hence 
J = {a(n) 1 j. s i c i,}, we see that J is a good set of indiscemibles for 3. Hence, 
C o and returning to Rn, we see that (n 1 jo S i C iO and yi C ~,(a)} is 
remarks motivate our definition of t. 
aving now said what we want to do, let us define the third move 
of I in according to t, and hence use &, = o(0). We will let c(~ be the 
c ml s.t. q is indecomposable, q = yq and &,c q. 
) be the answer of player II to this move. 
ve. Now in order to define JJ 3, we use our previous remark and 
Tkre exisIs ISO i2 < ~42 SUCK that { yi 1 i2 S i C ~42) isgood for &. We let 
ay some cc3 < o1 s.t. (v,(a), c(3) n C f: 0. 
As notied before, this case can happen for some time, but there will, at the 
end, be some no C o s.t. for all moves of index n 2 no, Case 1 is excluded, what 
we shall now suppose to have happened. 
2: mere air&r i2 C ~(2 8. t., setting 12 = (n 1 i2 S i C p2}, I2 is good for 
t it be the least such. 
before defining y3 in this case, we shall make a digression. Defining the 
happen that in+l > in. Indeed, we will always have 
rice, let us assume that we reached a move number n 
and that in+l let player I forget everything and play again 
ays by the remark above, it is not hard to see that there must 
asssume that we have already reached this stage, i.e. that 
ince it goes exactly like the ant in 
3 in order to ensure that 
can assume that all ’ for 6 E B2 are iterable. 
2 n 6) 3 lo and let A2 be the & first elements 
and continue in this way. conclude then 
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e proof is obtained through the equation 6.6/6.5 = 6.4j6.1. Let q c g. 
If i,Ci,, for all @<q, I plays c(o = c(~. If not, I continues as in the proof of 6.6. 
The only thing to show is that there must exist q. < g s. t. i,, = ill,, for all q 2 qo, 
and this is left to the reader. 0 
6.7. Remarker 
The expression “K is (& <w,)-Erdiis in #,’ has a double meaning. You can 
read o1 as a term or an ordinal. Since in Section 3 we only defined these types of 
Erdiis cardinals for the ‘term wl’ only one possibi ty seems to be left. But the 
definitions in Section 3 can be generalized to all limit ordinals in the obvious way 
Then the proofs above actually show that you can always read w1 as an orAnal, 
which yields slightly stronger esults. This is also true for the next section. 
The restriction g c mf was necessary in the proof of Theorem 6.6. But note 
that the proof of Theorem 6.5 shows: 
4.7, Assume that GP,(oJ ho&. Set K = a2 and t = q. Thr?n K is 
&Erdiis in K for all g < Z. 
7. 
Z 1. Introduction 
We want to determine the exact consistency strength of the hypothesis +II-I,,. 
Hence, the first idea is, due to the equivalent of +I%&,, with some game property 
(see Theorem 2.14), to define, as in Section 3, analogous games with indiscem- 
ibles and then try proofs like the ones in Sections 4 and 6. This will raise some 
additional problems, that we shall discuss now. 
7.2. Discussion 
Hence, let K be an ordinal, and set ‘& = (L,[A], E, A). Let us describe a first 
game, which will not be the good one, but is the one which seems the most 
natural. proceed as in Section 3. 
72.1. The game J:(a) 
shall always work with A = ol, which is the only case we will use in the 
application. t, of course, everything could be defined for an arbitrary regular 
y first, although we could obviously let 
fi specifying that, at certa stages (the limit stages) he has to pl 
rice, let in J:(a) player play, as move number v (Y = o1 potentially) a set 
I, 6: 8 s.t. 
od set of indiscernibles for 3, 
H.-D. Dot&r, J.-P. Let&ski 
en anumbern, 6owiththecondition that 
cannot move correctly has lost. :(~)iffforevery 
I has no winning strategy in .I’:(%). 
proceed as in Section 4 and obtain, wittout 
is the Levy-Solovay collapse ma’ang K = o2 
seen lacer in this section) that the methods of Section 6 
can play in K IV with hm(ot&)) as long as v 6 ml is a 
successor ordinal but, if l&(w), the proof will usually only give a I’ s.t. 
I&? - u&b<, 1,1= 1. 
we now examine the new game, say Jf,l(91), which runs like J:(a), but with 
r II has only to play IV s.t. iZV - cj,<, IJ # 8, 
filled. Indeed let us, for 1 G n s o, denote by 
.I:(%), but with the condition that for Km(v), 
for 1 <n 6 o, JPF,,+l > JPf,, and 
if P:(K), there is some p6 K s.t. 
winning strategy in the ‘potentially 
ave the definition of this expression to the reader.) 
e hypotheses needed to make the forcing proof. 
with JP~,JK). Assume v6 ol, lim(v) and we 
clCV &, a), as well as &, P*-generic over 
er v, say IV = IJF<yIp U (y), 
naive approach consisting in 
h & c g,,, cannot war?:. For, if, as next 
+1)), IV+* #I,, and i 
it is easy to see that v+l f-l sq@%~ 2 mv= 
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ence player II should play, as move idumber V, @m(v)), IV 3 UP.=,, Zp as well 
as some set 9,, G % (of which he promises it will be some initial segment of the 
h,ext 9R,,+1). Let us now determine the height of YV. 
9.2.6. Last remarks 
Assume, keeping the previous notations, that Spy, Z,,+1 h&e been played, and 
that YV 4 %&,+1. efore II plays ZV+l, we will construct 
s.t. g,, c g,, and exhibit YV[gy] as move of player 
implies that we should have, as 5.% condition 
(1) y: <%f. 
Then, as II plays Zy+l, we look at z, = inf(m,,+l - YV) and want to extend g, to 
a P%+l -generic g,,, over 5D2,+,. If we want to apply the produc” lemma inside 
9-R ,,+1, as’ in Section 4, we should have that 
(2) z,, is inaccessible in K 
There is even a third point to be considered. efore letting II play Zv+l, we 
must determine F,, C o and q,, < P s.t. qV s g, and q,, lb “ii, is the answer of I in 
the =,-game against 9,@]“. Then, we have still the problem that we should 
have sup&,) < z,, but this will be done with by an argument similar to the one of 
the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Hence, let us return to condition (1), (2) above. Of wurse, we shall demand 9TV 
to be minimal to satisfy (1) and (2). Hence set 
B={6<~(9l164?landdisinaccessible}. 
B is cofinal in K, even stationary, since K is ahlo. Setting, as previously, 
ZV = UjPcVZP u {YL Yq4CV PJ Z we define c(y) as the first c E B with y < Ej and 
demand that ‘spy cc(y) and that the next move of II yiek!s !lR,+r n c(y) = 5X,,. 
Now, we are ready to define our games. 
7.3. The games J*(%, Q=) 
Assume EC is an ordinal, 8 = (L,[A], E, A). Assume C c K is cofinal in K. The 
game J*(%, C) runs as follows. 
layer II plays first. 
layer I plays, at stage v, a number n, c o s.t. n, Q (n, 1 p c Y}. 
(3) At stage Y + 2, player II plays Zvc2 s.t. 
(a) Zv+2 is a good set of indiscernibles for ‘8, 
(b) lim(ot(Zv+z)), 
(c) L+2 D &+I3 4?+2+z 
(4) The same clauses for I 
(5) At stage Y, with lim( 
H.-D. Donder, J.-P. Luvinski 
to play at stage v + 1. 
(a) IV+1 is good for 8. 
I,). Let c(vy) be the least (;d E C with d > y,,. ‘Set 
(h+l, W. 
player who could not play according to the rules has lost. 
Let K be au ordinal. K is (<ml, cwlj-Erdiis iff for every 
1, E, A) and every C E EC coGnal in K, player I has no winning strategy 
in the *ipne J*( 
definition looks rather complicated, but we tried to motivate it, 
attention to the existing problems. To see that these cannot be solved 
, let us make some further remarks. 
e can show that if JPF(K) (see X2.1), then some p C K is (Col, <wl)- 
me, P:(K) would be a too strong condition. 
7.4.3. Qne can also show that, if K is (<WI, co,)-Erdiis, then some p <K 
satisfies &&j for all II c o, and even that some p C K has the ‘potentially 
te’ game prope 
al to define games J:(a) as follows. We keep as rules of the 
es of the game J*(Vl, C) until point (6). In point (a), we keep 
d. We however change condition (d) to the 
with r> y,, (i.e. the second element of 
ding game property. We can show that 
in the definition of 
obtain 
seems however 
es 
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point (6). In point (6) we keep (a), (b), (c) but change (d) to 
(d”) Let dy = Uptv lp u {YJ. 
Set $& = Hull(fy, a) and & = sup(fl,,). Then %,+, n &, = Sp,. Define the game 
property JP,*(@ accordingly. 
. The following are equivalent: 
(5) K is (<ml, cm,)-Erdlis. 
(2) JP,*(K). 
(l)+ (2). Assume that K is (<COB, <w,)-Erdiis %!l= &[A], E, A) and 
et show JPz(%). Assume to the contrary ~7 to be a winning strategy for player 
I in J:(a). We shall construct for some cofinal set C c K a winning strategy is for 
I in J*@, C). Set C = {y < K 1% 1 y < a}. Let us now define a. At successor 
stages, I will play in J*(%, C) (according to ii) as in J:(B) according to 0. Hence 
assume v < ol, lim@), and II has played (I,,, YV) in J*(%, C). Let y,, be the first 
element of I, -U c.&” and let c(y,,) be the first d E C with d > y,,. Since 
9lI c(y,,) < %, we see that, with the notations of (d”) akove, !#,, E %I c(y,). 
Hence, &, s c(y,,). Setting %,, = Y: n &,, we can report (Iy, %,,) as move number 
Y of player II in Jo*(%) and let Ti(I,, YV) be ~(4, B!,,). 
(2)+ (1). Assume JP~(K), and let us show that K is (<q, <w&Erdiis. 
Assume not. Take 5!l = (&[A], E, A), C c K coiinal in K and CF s.t. a: is a winning 
strategy for I in J*(%, C). Set B = (a, C). shall construct awinning strategy 
i3‘ for I in J:(B). For the non-limit stages s like O. Assume lim(v), v c ol, 
and II has played (I,, YV) in J:(B). Let us determine a(I,, .YV). Defirne yy ad 
c(yy) as Usual, f = UCItv U {y,,} and flv = NuU(&, 23). Since yv E fl, and C 1s 
in B, we get c(y,) 4&. ence, c(vy) < & = sup@4Ja Hence, set 5& = Sp, n Ev 
and let 6(I,,, YV) be a(&, %). 0 
7.6. Remarks 
uld have detied (<ml, <w,)-Erdcis in a slightly different way than in 
7. ee this, define another game, keeping condition (1) to (4). Condition (5) 
changes as follows to 
(5’) At stage %I, with Jim(Y), II plays Sp, c 8, s. 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Let&ski 
7.7. Strength 
Let us note that 
7’. 7.1. If K is o&n@, en some p c K is (<ol, <o&Erdiis. 
77.2. R: is (<at, <cul)-Erdis, then some p <K is (g, <w,)-ErdCis for all 
&cli*. 
proofs go like those in Section 3 and are omitted. 
Let P Lmy-Solovay 
K is (<ox, <w,)-Erdiis but the conclusion is false. Let Jo denote 
Take ci, +& A E VP and PO E P s.t. PO II- ‘% is a W.S. for player I 
), and % = (L,[A], E, A)“. W.l.o.g., we can assume that 
Set@=(HK,E,&6,po) andC={y<KIBIy<%andy 
is haccessible). Finally, set % = (8, C). V& shall now construct a strategy 0 for 
playzp 1 in J*(%, C) (in V) which, being not winning, will yield a contradiction. 
shalI denote by I,. the of indiscernibles played by player II in J*(9& C). 
v non-limit, we set %& = u!l(_l,, %). W6? also cot for !iz?(Y), ZR, = u,<, ZQ, 
and let (J,, YV) denote in this case the full move of player II. 
s, note that I can always force II to play Iv+l, keeping for instance n = 0 
ut by choice of C, 
e let go <PO be P%-generic over ZD?,-,; we let 
to play in such a way. If we do not want to 
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over !a,, 
arrive at, 
%R 0). 
compatible with q. in P, and set p1 = gl U qo. e continue this way and 
say, the stage ch), where we have that &, = Uic,, qi is Pa-generic over 
NOW, let I1’I play (I@, Sp,), which will meet he conditions (l)-(3) above. Define 
ya, c(ya) as USIA. Extend &.,, to g,, which is Pya-generic over &. Consider the 
set R = 5f&ka] E HR. Take q E P, q sg, and ncu c o s.t. 
(5) q Ik “A, = b(R)-‘. 
Since P has the K-W and is definable in %, the forcing relation for X0-sentences 
is defmable in 8. So since &,mj < ‘8, we get 
(6) %Ylu) b 3q s g, q k “A, = &(R)“. 
To see this, note that, since c(yW) is inaccessible, 9@, g, E ‘QYm). Hence, we 
shall take such a q with q E %, :yw). 
Now, let I play n, = a(4L * k9&). Let II play la+r. Clearly, c(ya) G i~@&+~ - 
Ya). Conversely, since C is in % and yau E2&+,, we get c(y,) E !Bru+l. Hence, 
inf(Bm+, - Ym) = c(y,) is inaccessible. So, we can apply the product lemma 
inside ma+1 and continue the construction. 
The ‘moreover’ is obtained as in Theorem 4.3. Cl 
7.8. The inner model direction 
ssume +II&,. Set K = 02. 
I .bl, <WI)-Erd& in K. 
Let us first make some comments on the proof. 
(1) If we would proceed as in the proof of the Theorems 6.6 and 6.7, we would 
9 for each move !$i&, 92, of player II an ordinal i,, c o1 s.t. iV s I+ for v G V. 
assuming that v c ml is such that i+ < iV for all 9 < v we have to let player I 
play’ as move number Y say c(y = cc2 (or something like this). This is obviously not 
possible since the integers n, have to build an injection. Hence we must 
essentially assume that, from the beginning i,, is a constant. To reach this aim we 
shall argue by definability of % = (K,, E, A) taking in some sense the ‘minimal 
counterexample’ as well as the minimal mice Qi of the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Summarizing, we shall combine the methods of proofs of the Theorems 6.1 and 
6.6 and add some extra argument. (This method would have worked only for 
inde sable s 2 WY) 
[~,=]:oxw-*o be 
structure 5D as in t 
(where n, p < ti a 
comes from the mo 
6.6, we shall let I play p 
as to be changed at eve 
!I0 H.-D. J.-P. Lcvtukj 
meaning of the index q is that shall want to decompose each move in o 
we limit steps. Our comments 
and C cohal in R s.e., setting %?I = (H,, E, A, C), 
shall keep the notations of the proof of Theorem 6.6. Hence, if X < SD, we 
Y, a:!R+Z be the associated 
Zl, all moves, except possibly the last, will be of the form Xg for 
some v E E = Es. Hence, we shall set On n 2R = v(e). The moves of II in J*(S) 
by Xi: siCi+ xp 0, :%&+ ;I;-, ad we &II Set On n S& = v~(cu). 
the game 1,(B), 1 play@ pairs ([n, p, 41, 1) where n, p, q < o 
aNow 0. to play only triples [n, p, q] where n a 1, saving 
a winning strategy for player I in the game J*(%, C) (in 
a strategy t for I in JI(S) (in V), in such a way that a 
t in J$D) yields a winning play of II against 0 in 
. set a=&nw,EW1. 
US proof, we choose po< w1 such that 
exist a mouse Q with 
amsey in K.) Player I 
move. Player II plays nl : %I 3 x, q : SR,+ &. efore determining 
we must define some mouse. By assumption, there exists a mouse 
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Let y = y(Q) and assume that V&V) < y. Si $ sl, Lemma 5.1 shows 
$“y is re ar”, a contradiction to the t g “~~(0) is &e largest 
CaElinal”. EJ (Claim 1) 
Now, we do not want the case where y(Q) = V&E). Hence, we define Q, to be 
the <* -least core mouse Q with Q $8, and y(Q) < I+). (Possibly there exists a 
core mouse R $ % s.t. y(R) = Y&E) and R <* Q’, but we do not care about this 
to Claim 1, Q’ is simply the <*-least core mouse Q &h y(Q) E & 
and QNG. 
Now, before defining the second move of player I according to r, let us note 
that, for ai:&+Zi and q:90$ + 2” two moves of II s.t. i <j, we have Q G* Qi. 
Hence, we can assume that we have already passed all the bre 
that Q’ is the last mouse. SO, St Q’ = Q and let (Qi, yi, pq)i 
Q. Set also 
I={yiii<O,} and i=(yiliEOn}. 
I’he next o moves (including the secoud) of player I according to z will now serve 
to fix the index j such that f&lly (n ljsi < W} will be a good set of 
indiscernibles. Hence, let I play, according to z, for the moves number i, with 
1 G i < o, ([l, 0, i], pi) where pi is any convenient ordinal co1 which ensures 
that 
Assume now each player has played ec, times in J&D). The moves of II ara, 
Xi<~fori<oyieldinglci:~i-,~andai:~i~Zi. Let 
2~ = U Xi, 
iCw 
and accordingly let 
VW(&) = On n Bw = U vi(Q)* 
iCw 
y choice of z, there exists an index il < o1 such that lim(iJ and s.t. VW(~) = yi,. 
l?Iow reaching any limit step of the game J&B), say ov, we will due to z Gnd an 
index i,, < o1 such that, setting xwy = U,,<wvX. and letting A,,: ‘%,,,1* FwV and 
i?,,: mpc,,G z,, accordingly, then On n SW, = y&. Hence, for each v < al such 
that we have played ov times in J1(B), set %,, = (5w,,)-‘(%) and On n a,,, = yi,. 
The main claim is the follawiag 
. Assume l~vCV<o,. Then 
(1) 8, E Qiv* 
(2) Piv,&%) = % 
ows from Q being sharplike, which 
R with y(R)&&,, and 
and there exists a (unique) o-mouse R 
Q $ (n, we get, by Lemma 543) that 
E IV. Hence (& 6) E B n (& x &). 
6) E b n (t& .x 0,). Let R be the o-mouse at & We want to show that 
assume not. By Claim 1, we must then have @ On n s,, = y&. 
= core(R) and & = y(R,). Clearly &, C g G y&. Hence &, E !@@, 
d since R $ i@,,, we get that R. $ am,,. but, by the deGnition of Q, this implies 
c hand, due to the properties of IV, since R E W we get 
return to the proof of Claim 2. Due to Claim 3 we have that 
w and, for every 5~ O,, (I&)‘“= (Ks)w. This implies that (t?,,, a,) 
e sole parameter yk, as being the ‘minimal coun- 
same remark applies to (t&, S&J. 
a 5.3, u: W+ W be an elementary embedding s.t. for all 
). By det?mability, we get a(&,) = 8+ and a($,) = 9.& 
nce ~&!!&J = 8, (Indeed, Claim 3 shows that we could 
does not matter.) (Cl 
return to the point where we constructed !#I!~ and 
v 3 2 and assume that we have played ov times. Since P,,,~~(&) = I!&,, we 
il G i < iy } is a good set of indiscemibles in %,. 
e index we were looking for. Now, knowing this fact, we see how 
correspond to a stage of the game J”(%, C) 
This stage corresponds hence to the stage OY of 
e stage v of J*(%, C) such that 
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nw, let us first continue in J&8), h 
play 0 supplementary moves, say ([l, 1, 
models @,,, g,,. set 
< w) in J1(%) and obtain 
I* = { ‘yi 1 il s i c i2} and B2 = (R&“(&). 
If for each 6 E B2, * is iterable (see notations of the indiskernibiity lemma, 
I2 s.t. ot( Td) 2 o, and let A2 consist of the elements 
report A2 to the game J*(a, C) as first move of player let no be 
the answer a(A2) of I according to a in this game J*(!!l, C), and recommence in
Jl(%), playing now moves ([l, ~0 + 2, q], c(~+~) for q c o. If to the contrary 
there exists 6 E B2 s.t. a is not iterable, we let the lext o moves of I in J&Q) be 
of the type ([OJ 0, 41, c1 (q < w), ensuring that after all M6 was iterable. 
can now continue this process until we have played o moves in J*(a, C), 
i.e. o* moves in J,(B). 
We shall now treat the case of the limit stage v in J*(%, C). n=, in Jt@), 
we have played (!&, %JMcuv and we arrive at !l&,,,,, &,,, ii;u,,, Ei,,, with the usual 
notation. We let player II play in Jl(3) X,,, x 9, which yields Y,, = h”(X,,) and 
za, = Y,, n K’, as well as a,,: ma,,-* Zoy and n,,: !RmV-) Y,,. We know that 
there exists an index i,, < ol, s.t. lim(v) and On n !Ea,, = yk. Set 
&= u Jz, B, = U BP. 
CI-=v v<Cc 
Hence, we added to &, an extra element, yjV, having say Iv = & ii { yk}. Set 
AV = J&,(-S,) =A,, U {&,}, where &, = .IG~,,(Y~,,) andA, = UpcvAy. A, will be 
good for 9L If it were not, we could, as usual, modify the strategy t to show that, 
after all, it was. 
NGW, we have to determine the v-th move (B,,, Yv) of player II in K, according 
to the rules of J*(‘i?.l, C). Let us distinguish two cases. 
Case A: sup(B,) c sup(A,). Let A be the least element of &, s.t. II > sup(&). 
Consider the ‘li of Section 5, and let F,, be the least element of c - &,. We know 
that TV does not depend on the particular choice of A. We shall set B, = &, U 
(T,,}. We still have to determine Sp,. Notice that v,, s A c sup(&). Hence in A,, 
at least o elements are left above TV. This means that, for asly further move, say 
of index p > Y in J*(%, C), A, will extend A,. In particular, letting for a moment 
TV = inf(A, - (TV + l)), we 
remarkability. This implies 
termine Yv, we only need to show that c(v,,) G z,,, where c(jL) is the least d E C 
s.t. d > yv. But this is obvious, since v,, c zv and %I z,, i Yl and 63 is in 8. Hence, 
we can set YV = Hull(&,, ‘3) n c(v,,). Our remarks just showed that the next 
move of player 1 ic J*(!!l, C) will be a correct one, for this choice of Yv. e 
other hand 9,, E K since 
v+l, 3) n c(ty) an 
are left with the ‘bad’ case. 
H.-D. Do&r, J.-P. L&n&i 
all set jiv=& and BV=&.u{~,,}. 
fact of mode! thoery that 
in %?I and F,, E ZaV, we get 
now prove 
t us note that Claim 5 allows us to Guish the construction. We just set 
5 for a.uy such ucuV+cu (which t exist, since t cannot be 
ct that the next move of player J*(%, C) will be correct 
fbllows frurn the very definition of 3ZV, and the fact that YV E K is shown as in 
ume the hypotheses and notations of Claim 5. Set as usual 
= & U {y&+, 1 n C 0). It is clear that 
u&% 3) = (3c,,+,) 
%,I) n 6). 
we get that 
a,,+?) n g does not depend on the choice 
articular, g< z (indeed, & yi,+l, but this does not matter). 
<%+l, we ge uqJw9 g(t)) f-l g, and this does not 
depend on n,,+,. 
Obviously we can now play the game until the end. El (Theorem 7.4) 
Now, we will prove the promised 
Pr(o,) (see §2.12). 
8.1. Some store partition cardinal 
results concerning FF,,, PI(wI), 
must first introduce some more defmitions concerning partition card 
m Assume A s On, f : [A]‘“--+ On. Assume that X s A is a homog- 
eneous for f and that 1x12 o. Take n C o. Define the n-type of X over f by 
typ;(X)=f(yI ,..., y,Jforanyy, ,..., y,~Xwithy~<-cy,. 
Define the type off over X by typf(X) = (typT(X) 1 n c w). 
. Assume A c On and f : [A]‘“+ On. A sequence (X&.=r is called 
homogeneous for f iB 
(a) for every (Y < z, X, is homogeneous for f, 
00 cu, P< r+ fYPr WA = Wf WY& 
Let K, A, r E On. 
there exists a iequence 
set K- (<lp ifE for every f :[K]<~--*A 
(XP.)crtr s.t. 
(a) (X,)CH, is homogeneous for f, 
(b) ot(Xa) 2 Q! for all Q! < z. 
8.2. Comments 
ese de tions were introduced in [3], while seeking for a ‘miminal’ partition 
roperty implying the existence of O#. It is clear, that “K + (a~~)~~" is too strong 
while “K+(&)<~ for all a < wl” is too weak. 
8.3. Almost <WI-Erd6s cardinals andflat 
the case r = ml. 
d, if K+ (3)& then 2°C K. If 2” 3 K, we ju 
A, (cu# /!I) and define f: [K]*--A by f (a, /3) E 
over Pa, i.e. if 
(K, CA). I.kfine f :[K]‘“48@!i) by f(T)= 
r 60, Set A,={(& @E[K]" Xal #E 
cardi& K such 
be preserved in forcing extensions by sets of conditions P 
(<alp for all A c K, a property 
implies that K is a strong 
east A> g s.t. 14 (<ol)2U if any. If not, set 
setting go= 0, = n(Q), q =u*<q Q if 
g for the g’s 
be least ahost col-E-d&s ca 
ast lj such that lj 
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t us now recall a 
K iS ihOSt then iu some generic extension we have 
ume wCC(wJ. Set z = a$ and K = 02. Then K is almost <z-Erdiis 
Now let us prove 
ssume that K is abnost <ml-Erdiis. Let P be the Levy-Solovay 
collapse making K = o2 with countable conditions. Then, in VP, %$,,, isj!at. 
Note that, by Lemma 1.10, .we have got to prove that F = %&, where F is 
the weak Chang filter over o1 (in VP). Hence, let us assume that K is almost 
<o&rd&. By our previous remarks, K is inaccessible. Let G be P-generic over 
V, and assume that, in V[G), F-Z %$,, (possibly, E Fwcc). I+ence, still 
g in V[G], we can find a ationary set SE 0 and a structure %= 
ICI, E, A) such that s(a) n S = i.e. recalling the definition of s(a) 
0 * for every Q! E S there exists an ordinal &Y) < o1 such that 
if X < %%, X R o1 = lu, then at(X) < 6((u). 
By the familiar argument, since “K is ahnost <w,-Erdiis” is preserved by forcing 
with sets of conditions Q s.t. IQ] < K and since we are using the Levy-Solovay 
collapse, we can assume that S E V and 6 E V, where 6 : S-, o1 is as above. 
Now, passing to forcing let us take PO E P, A, % E V s.t. 
x ‘8)(X n & = cu-*ot(X) C a((~)) and ‘% = (I&, A, E)“. 
Set, in V, B = (I&, E, po, & and, using Lemma 8.5, let (I& 
ol-homogeneous equence for %3. For cy < or and f < o1 set Hz = 
a, 8). 
v,J be a term. Take < a, Y E &I”, 
= p by +homogeneity of (I..&,,. Now, set 
oreover by Claim 1, for all E<ol, G={a< 
a}. Since C is club in ol, take ac~SnC and take &oI s.t. 
and S(Q) c g. Obviously, we can assume that lim(ot(&)), for ex 
ot(&) = Zj. Now, as in the proofs of Section 4, take 4 e P, q <p. such that, setting 
)xIz= 5, we have that 
[G] n 
H.-D. Don&r, J.-P. Lmdmki 
from [8, 581, in 
. 
en there exists a A- 
cuco,)(x&C). To see this, 
8.5. Since K is regular, 
an isomorphism between K and c. 
A-homogeneous for 8. 
such sequences, we see 
we cannot usually assume both 5% tie sane time (i.e. 
K is an 0rdi.d. K is ?~?ady <ol-Erd6s iff for every 
and every il< K there exists a A-homogeneous sequence 
4Yco1, &is for 9.L 
. 
ediately from indiscemibles being inaccessible in the 
. K is nedy ~o~-Erdi% + K ti ahwst <ml-Ed&. 
ave a partition-theoretic characterization of these cardinals. 
for every club c G K, every x < K, for every 
+ A and g : [K]<~-+ K regressive there exists a 
s homogeneous for g. 
e whole sequence (X,),C,, to be homogeneous 
, called “K is <w&d&“, which can be 
is nearly < ~J3d6s”. 
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ft to the reader. 0 
85. The property 
<wl-Erdlis. Let P be the Levy-Solovay 
Wlb 
and 
follow the pattern of the proof of Theorem 8.8. Assume to the 
at G is P-generic over V and that, in V[G], Pz(ol) is false. Let 
A) E V[G] be a structure such that for every a! < o1 there exists 
stationary, such that at(X) $ S,, for every X < % such that X n o1 = 
t 9 = (&)t-r<q E V. As always elect A, 8 E V and 
<01, xno, = Q! and IX]= o- at(X) $ @)*’ 
E, PO, 4. Let be an wl-homogeneous sequence for @ s.t. 
(I$ = lj and 4 is good for 23. Set B = {g i o1 1 lim(g)}. For 5: E B, 
Note that, by oI-homogeneity of (Ze), Q! = H,, n o1 is independent of E. 
. The jknctioti g-, ot(&) fkom B to o1 is normal. 
Take g, qEBwith f<q. Set 
I,={y&<lj} and Zq={yfIi<q}. 
Define &: +I& setting for a term t(vl,...,v,J and iI<-•*<i,<lj,, 
q&[f(Y!$ l l l 9 YE)] = t(Y$ yz). Clearly estl is an elementary embedding, by 
homogeneity of (IV),,tru,o oreover, it follows from the goodness of Z,, that 
mg(9sq) is an initial segment of ence,ifqisalimit 
int of 
pend on &B, take by Claim 1 &EB 
and let q spO, q E P be Pa-generic over m. Then 
q II- “!ILR[G] f7 o1 = a! and m[G] < % and ot@R[G]) E &%)“, a contradiction. Cl 
8.6. The property P2( mI) 
. Assume P&O,). Set K = 02, r = WT. Then K is nearly et-Erdk 
ccording to Lemma 8.13, take f, g, A, C E 
H.-D. Dmder, J.-P. lminski 
transitive collapses 0~ : ilJ& --, Zs, 
: here exisIs g ES with Q E IV&- This implies 
tro = Ok 1 Hull(e, !I&), for auy s E S. 
denote the iteration of Q and set 
By the usual argument for f E S we 
)andthereexistsa~<5s.t.settingG={y~I~d 
for %e and 15 G C& By regressivity we cau assume 
s.t. g = 8 for ti f E S (but actually this argument is not 
(.& u A, %?I) and let ps : fig + HE be the collapse 
we have for g< r) < o1 a canonical 
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is amenable and at(j) = oI. 
wecanfindagoodsetof 
composed of the o first elements of I*. 
Set _E’>E’ iff E is 
equiconsistent with E’. 
possible) 
stronger than E’ (consistencywise) and E = E” iff E is 
ence, we showed (omitting the subscript %,I~” whenever 
WCC = GP,, =FF’=%&, is flat <P2=PI=Pf<GPu<- 
l l = < GPs (g indecomposable) < l l l < GP,,, < -TH C CC. 
PI 
PI 
PI 
141 
PI 
[61 
PI 
PI 
PI 
[lOI 
WI 
WI 
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